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ADDRBSS BY MR. RORBRT GABffIEt MUGARR, YRESIDUIF1 OP THB RBPUBEIC C’? IIMRABWE 

mS= (interpretetion fro% At ,.cgic)t The Assembly will first 

hear an sddresa by the President of the Republic of Zimbabwe. 

Mr,hrt BUufUxua*d 

nswuR.sm* 

mm (Interpretation frcin Arabic): On behs;f CL the 

General Aasembly, I have the honour to uelcome to tlrc United ?iations ths 

Prssident of the Republic of Zirrbabwe, His plxcellen~:y 

Mr. Robert Gabriel Wugabo, and to invite him to rrddresz thn Assembly. 

EuaimLLmwr i sb0til.d like to congrat*4alate you, Cir, upcn your 

election to the presidency ?f thtr forty-sixtn session af the Gentircl 

Assembly. You have astumd the stewardship of a sessicn that faces both 

complex challek\gss and unigve opportunities Lox taking historic decisions. Me 

wish you every success. 

Mr. Guido de Marco of Malta presided aver the firs: post-cold-war session 

of this Assembl;l last year. VC guided the sessinc to t successful conclusion 

and we thank him fez his sterling efforts. 

This year tho United Natio;zs has the pleasant task of recording its 

appreciation of the contributions of an cxtrrordioary leacler, 

Secretary-Cenerai Pore% de Cuellar, pleasant because he nas c;iven us a decade 

of aiplomacy that had helped bring many old conflicts to a resolution and 

crzatod an atmosphere of hope for the relaxation of the bsu ?ansionr, that 

remain. Mr. de Cuellar 3esetvas the accnlades of both n2Lions rnd families, 

for it can be said in ~111 truth that his efforts have helped cyen discussions 

on issues r-hat had herd nations hostage fo.~ o. long Limo,, and in a literirl 
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sense he hn8 had a part in delivering hostage8 back to their fnmiliss. POT 

all these achievementa we must thank him wholeheartedly. 

The current aeasion has once again witnessed further gains for the 

principle of univorselity of the United Nationr, as the Republic of the 

Marshall Islands. the Federated States of Micronesia, the Baltic States of 

Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia, the Democratic People’8 Republic of Korea and 

the Republic of Korea have assumed membership of the world body. We 

congratulate therbt and welcome them to our midst. At the same time, we express 

our expectation that the admission of the two parts of the Korean peninsula 

will promote constructivu iLtesaction between them and with other Member 

States and contribute to their shared goal of reunification. It is our 

sincere hope the,: shared momhership of the United Nations will accelerate 

progress towards tilLa mut.ualXy desired goal, and that the energies of this 

Organization will be employed in facilitating that process. 

At the last oeasfon of this Assembly we all counted the blessings that 

the demise of the era of super-Power confrontation had brought. As we did so, 

some faint contoura of a new international order that could succeed the cold 

war era were graduaXly becoming visible. Those who were bold enough to 

attempt to idenL,ffy and define those contours found it prudent to punctuate 

their thsees with ma,ng caveats. They were aware of how fragile the still 

evolving trends were, how easily the new gains could be reversed and how great 

the potential W&S for the re-emergence of the fears and mistrust that 

characterised the passing order. The events and experiences witnessed since 

the last session have demonstrated that the emerging international order 

cannot be left to evolve spontaneously. A conscious effort is required on the 

part of the international community to identify, reinforce and give permanence 
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to the ponitivm trends that the collapre of the cold war era yielded and to 

rupprers all the negative arpects and rioks that accompany thir process of 

transformation. We believe that the p&erent mession should seriously begin 

the process of considering meawrea that can be taken to consolidate the 

poaitive aapects emerging from the atill evolving transformation of 

international relationr. 

Our attention must remain focused on giving further impetus to the 

procerr of rerolving regional conflicts and defusing focal point8 of tension 

around the globe. Major atride have recently been made in thir area. We 

have today in our midst a united Cambodian delegation reflecting the progress 

made in consolidating the positive treads towards peace and atability in 

South-Eart Asia. We welcome the successful formation of the Supreme National 

Couacil. the legitimate body in which the unity, indepeadence and ,'.'J' : 'Tqty 

of Cambodia is to be embodied during the transitional period. The ;?.. ,, 

now set for the early convening of the International Confersace in Paris and 

for the United Nations co facilitate a comprehensive and lasting settlement of 

tho Cambodian question. 

In Western Sahara, Central America and Cyprus, the patient and untiring 

efforts of Secretary-General Peres de Cuellar are yielding positive results. 

A cease-fire became effective in Western Sahara last month; we expect the 

Secretary-General's ongoing efforts in Cyprus to yield the desired result in 

the near future and believe that it will be possible to harness the good will 

of all parties involved to overcome all outstanding difficulties; and the 

process of national reconciliation in Central America is at an advanced stage. 
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fn mouthera hfrica wm are on a l ure path to po~ce in -01s. w* colmnend 

the diplomatic efforts that have led to the process that is now under way, 

with United Rations assistance, to bring to an end 16 year8 of war and to 

facilitate the attainment of national reconciliation among the Angolan 

people. The negotiations in Motambigue continue, albeit on a laborious path. 

In concert with others, Zimbabwe will continue to make its contribution 

towards the nttainmest of peace, stability and national reconciliation in that 

sister country. 

The current aesaion opened on a note of optimism on the Palestinian 

qu.eation and the wider Arab-Israeli conflict. The impasse on the Middle East 

peace process appeara to have finally been broken. We welcome the diplomatic 

efforts that have opened up the prospects for launching a process of 

negotiation in that region, which has gained momentum, thanks to initiatives 

of the United States and the pragmatic approach of concerned parties in the 

region. We believe that the ultimate goal of that process should be a 

comprehensive, just and lasting settlement under which the Palestinian people 

will exercise their right to self-determination as envisaged in the pertinent 

United Nation% resolutions. 

In tha same area, we applaud the efforta of the Government and the people 

of Lebaxlon towards the restoration of peace and stability in their country. 

The Securi.ty Council must assist the Government of Lebanon in extending Its 

authority over all Lebanese territory. The continued occupation of southern 

Lebanon by Israel and Israel’s refusal to comply with Security Council 

resolution 425 (1978) remain the major obstacles to the normalization of the 

situation in Lebanon. 
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(prNaeea*) 

Uhilo there ato some poritivo dovolopmenta in the Widdle Snot, that 

region still rtandr out a8 the major area in which acts of aggreasion and 

defiance of Security Council resolution8 continue. The IUCCOIIII of the current 

diplomatic effort6 in the region and the implementation of the relevant United 

Nations rerolutions will consolidate the positive trends that WI expact to be 

a major element of the emerging new international order. Zimbabwe expects 

that the high standards applied by the Security Council in implementing its 

resolution pertaining to the Persian Gulf crisis should be adopted as the 

universal yardstick for all ca8es of aggression. 

The mealurea taken to address the major threat8 to international peace 

and security 8ince lart year have demonstrated the ultimate validity of 

multilateral action within the framework of the United Nations. The 

prevailing international climate now permits the Security Council to carry out 

the functions envisaged for it in the Charter. However, as wm have previously 

cautioned, the new partnership in the Council should not result in the body 

being used aa a vehicle to pro-t* and further only the intereets of the 

powerful at the expense of thoae of the weak. 

We are convinced that the time is ripe to implement the collective 

security arrangements based on the Charter of the United Nations. A number of 

important proposals have already been advanced cn how this could be achieved, 

Zimbabwe attaches particular importance to the ideas offered by the Stockholm 

Initiative in the document entitled “Common Responsibility in the 1990s”. We 

urge this Assembly to consider these proposals seriously. Also deserving of 

our attention is the proposal relating to the reactivation of the work of the 

Military Staff CoRrnittee of the Security Council and the possibility of 

assigning national military contingents to serve under the authority of the 

Security Council. It is imperative, in this regard, that rapid progress be 
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n8de in instituting standjag enforcement 8tr8ngement8 under the direct cotmnand 

of th* United Wationr, a8 this would 8ffirm the principle of colloctivo 

security. 

Zimb&we ha8 slwsyr rtated its cormnitm8at to the 9081 of 98nerel 8ad 

complete disarmament 8s the cornerrtone of a peaceful world. We therefore 

nelcomo the recent announcement by President Gootge Bush on the decision by 

tho United Stat@8 to make ripaificent cutback8 in tactical nuclear weapons. 

Coming hard on the he018 of the Treaty on the ELimiaation of 

Intermediate-Range and Bhorter-Range Missiles - the INF Treaty - and receiving 

positive reactions from the Soviet Union, we view this development 80 8 

significant step towardr 8 safer world, free from the spectre of nuclear 

annihilation, where vcrrt resource8 formerly us8d for the arms race are 

channelled into development. We consider the imparative of a concerted effort 

to make the world a safer habitat to be oae that deserves the fullest 

attention. We have, therefors, in line with the 1963 Declaration of the 

Orgaaitation of African Unity on Africa as a Nuclear Free Zone, signed 

instruments of acce88ioa to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferstion of Nuclear 

Ueapoas and are in the process of lodging them with the depository Governments. 

We also believe that the ideas offered by thr. Non-Aligned Movement in its 

Hague Declaration on the rule of law in inter-State relations would contribute 

tremendously to the consolidation of the positive elements that should be the 

building blocks for the emerging international order. Those ideas were well 

received by thie Assembly when, at its forty-fourth session, it declared the 

1990s a Decade of laternational Law. We erpe t the Assembly to follow this up 

and implement a programme of action that will establish the primacy of the 

rule of law in the emerging international order. 
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We face the roe1 rick of taking one atop forward and another atop 

backward in our l fforta to achiuvm tho desired new world order. The poa1tive 

trenda eat by the progress made in tha erase I have referrod to cannot be 

aurtainad if remaining regional conflicts are not addreaaod and if we allow 

new ones to erupt. In Afghanistan, we only did half the job. Wo should now 

assist the poopla of that count-y to achieve national reconciliation so an to 

facilitate 73 lasting solution to the conflict. We muat also move swiftly and 

focus an ilefuaing potentially explosive situationa craatod by the rirnmering 

tensiona in the Horn of Africa, Liberia and Central Europe. We command the 

role played by the respective regional mechanisms in addressing these trouble 

spots. In the emerging order, it is inevitable that such eatabliahed 

principles governing inter-State relations as that of non-interference will 

have to accommodate efforts by the United Nations and regional organizationa 

to restore stability and peace under unique circumstances, such an those in 

Liberia and Central Europe. 

We in southern Africa continue to view with grave concern the volatile 

situation in South Africa. Although more of the legislation that created the 

apartheid system in South Africa was repealed this year, apartheid itself 

remains intact. Constitutional negotiations which are clearly imperative for 

the creation of a free, non-racial and democratic South Africa should now be 

launched. The process of dialogue established between President de Ulerk and 

the anti-apartheid leaders, which had generated some optimism last year, has 

recently been threatened, indeed endangered, by the continuing violence in the 

country, as well as by some activities of the Government which have raised 

serious doubts about President de Klerk’s good intentions. 
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The recant dwelopmonte ia South Attics clearly demonrtrato that the 

Oovernmmnt io not in 8 porition to play the tc>ls of an impartial umpire during 

the conrtltutional nagotiationr aa it had hitherto clalwd. There are, 

undoubtedly, going to be oxtremoly difficult moments on South Africa's journey 

tu freedom. 



JSWedd 

Tho critical quomtion in South Africa im clearly not whothor the 

apartheid laur remain on the l tatute books or not: it is th& of the 

traamformation of the country into a united, non-racial and democratic country 

in which all the people enjoy COIIIM)~ and equal citirmnmhip and nationality, 

and have the riqht to participate in tbo Govornbwat and adminimtratioa of the 

country on the bamim of univermal and equal muffrage. 

To that end, aegotiationm laading to the drawing up of a saw Coamtitution 

are now the momt urqent and premmiaq quortion. We urge the poople of South 

Africa, and their political partiem and orqaaiaationr, to work towardm thus 

emtablimhment of condition8 conducive to mpeedy movement towardm the adoption 

of a democratic constitution. In the meantime, the international commnunity 

muat, a8 called for in the Asmombly’8 coaneamu8 Declaration on apartheid of 

December 1989, l tep up all-round l upport for the opponent6 of apartheid and 

enauto that all existing meamure8 aimmd at encouraging the South African 

Government to eradicate apartheid are maintained. 

The ismue of failure in economic development and poverty mtaada out a8 

the central unremolved i88ue in theme time8 of transformation. It i8 

estimated that today more than 1 billion people, or one in every five human 

beings, live in utter poverty. . The United Nation8 1991 e 

reveals that in 1990 economic activity slowed down in all parts of the world, 

and forecast8 point to zero growth for the world a8 a whole in 1991. The 

number of devastating natural disasters and emergencies multiplied throughout 

1990 and during the first half of this yesr. The failure of the international 

conwnunity to mobilize and give as swift a respon8e to these crises as was 

given to the international political crises that erupted during the same 
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period clo8rly domonstr8tod 8 deficit in dotorrination l d practical 

cormsitmnt to 8ddross the problom8 of povmrty and l coaonic devmlopwnt through 

nultilatrr81 coopmr8tion 8nd di8locpm. 

Most vulnorablo to th8 rigouru that result from povsrty and l conomic 

underdmvslopment 8r8 th8 children of the world. Wm wore gr8tified to 880 the 

intmrnational cornunity focusing due 8ttention on ths plight of childrmn at 

the World Sumit for Childron held h8r8 last year In our vimw, concerted 

action to inprovm thm rslf8re of children ~8x1 be furthmr consolidated by 

msking the speci8lismd 89mncims of thm United llstions concarnmd with children 

better l quipped to tacklm the 8normou8 problmms that th8y facm. To this end, 

we hope the int8rnationsl CoWUnity can tak8 th8 practical step of making more 

fiIl8sCi81 resources svail8blm to such 89OsCi83, po88ibly by convening an 

international donors confmrac8 for this purpose. 

If  the emerging new or8 is to be based on peace, justice, stability and 

relations of cooperation, international economic problems should be addressed 

through di8logUO and negotiations between the developed and d-volopinq 

countries. The achievemnt of a consmnsus on the national 8nd international 

actions needed to accelerste development in the 19908, as set out in the 

International Developtnent Stratsgy adopted by the Assembly last year, 88 well 

as in the Declaration of the eighteenth special session of the General 

Assembly, had rekindled some hope that the spirit of dialogue and cooperation 

was also extending to international economic relations. Howevsr , the lack of 

a successful outcome to the Uruguay Round of multilateral trade negotiations 

at the end of 1990 dashed most of our hopes, 

The developing countries have recognized that they have a responsibility 

to enaurs a better future for themselves. In Africa, the Heads of State, 
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m8atinq in Abujr lart Jum, riqnad a Treaty l rtablirhiaq aln. African Economic 

Connunity. Thi8 Wa8 a landmark dOCi8iOn, tha objactiva of which ir to Croats 

opportunitiar for l conomic davoloplmnt throuqh cooperation. Howavor, it 

ramainr clocrr that tha l 8tabli8hmeat of a favourable int8rnationsl economic 

l nvironment ir indi89enrabla to tha 8ucce88 of our affortr. Ua therafore cell 

upon the davaloped countri88 to rhow th8 nscarrary cooperation and rupport for 

our l ffortr in addramiaq tha acute problem8 facing the developing countrier 

in tha araar of protectioni8m in trade, comodity prica8, artaraal debt, 

tranrfar of ra8ourco8, and tranrfm of technology. I rhould l mpha8ise that 

our effort8 to halp ourralvo8 ara 8uro to fail rhould our product8 continue to 

l acountar a wall of protactionirt maa8ureo in tha dav8loped countries. We 

hope, tharefora, that the Europa of 1992 and other emerging trading blOC8 will 

kaep their door8 open and will not be "Wad8 fortrosro8". 

In my own country, Zimbabwa, wa have been acutely aware of the fact that 

fost8rioq growth and devalopment remain8 primarily a national responsibility 

and that emerging circum8tancer requira ua to gird ourselvas for international 

competition. Zimbabwe is implementing an economic reform prograsrne, the main 

component8 of which are trade liberalirationr structural adjustment, including 

rtrict public expenditure control aimed at reducing the budget deficit; the 

decontrolling of price8 and deregulation of the economyz and the creation of a 

dOme8tiC environment conducive to increased local and foreign investment, 

which should lead to an expansion of the economy and the generation of more 

employment opportunities for our people. This in an ambitious but realistic 

progranrne aimed at achieving 8U8tainable oconomdc growth, which enjoy8 the 

support of global financial and economic institutions. The programno requires 

some $16 billion over five years, of which $12 billion will come from within 
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Zimbabwe itaelf, while $4 billion will ba l ouqht from oxteraal l ourcue. In 

this rePard, I take the opportunity to invite the international cornunity to 

extend the necessary support for Zimbabwe’s l ffortm to reinvigorate ite 

economy. 

We believe that this body, the United Matione, should play a central role 

in the aanageewnt of international economic relations and in assisting the 

efforts of the developing countries to achieve eusteined growth and 

development and to eradicate poverty. We are pleased to note that the 

Assembly has already begun seriously to address ways of ensuring tha,‘; the 

United Nations is well equipped to be sufficiently responsive to the emerging 

needs and challenges that we face in the economic and social fields today. We 

welcome, as a starting-point, the adoption at the resumption of the last 

session of the General Assembly last May of a resolution which providbe 

guidelines for the restructuring and revitalisation of the United Nations 

system in the economic and social fields. This task is an urgent priority 

deserving of our full and concerted efforts. 

In conclusion, let me express our hope that the political will exists to 

effect all the changes that are beneficial to the international comnunity as a 

whole, and to our Organization in particular, so as to make our world the 

place we envision. 
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The transition from the conflict-riddon paradigm of the past to a new one 

based on cooperation and interdependence i8 an imperative of our 

dispensation. We are indebted to the founderr of this our Organisation, who, 

with fewer material and intellectual resources than those at our disposal 

today, made a rich investment in peace and cooperation. We are indebted to 

our children who, with their hope, their optimism and their idealism, 

challenge the cynicirm and avarice that have in the past threatened to 

fosnilire our most cherished human values. Most significantly, perhaps, we 

are indebted to ourselves, for the currency with which the sad account in 

human suffering and deprivation can be settled is in our pockets today and our 

place in history depends on what we do now about that account. It is in our 

power to maks it balance. 

m (interpretation from Arabic): On behalf of the 

General Assembly I wish to thank the President of the Republic of Zimbabwe for 

the statement he has just made. 

Mr. Robert Gabriel l&g&e, President of the Republic of Zimbabwe. WQP 

AGENDA ITEM 9 (m) 

GENERAL DEBATE 

Mr.NPOLOm (Kenya) t On behalf of my delegation and on my own 

behalf, I extend to you our warmest congratulations on your election to 

preside over the deliberations of the General Assembly at its forty-sixth 

session. You bring to the presidency a wealth of experience as an 

accomplished diplomat of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, a country with which 

Kenya has very cordial relations. I wish to assure you of my delegation’s 

full support and cooperation as you carry out the heavy responsibilities of 

your high office. 
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I also take this opportunity to compliment your predecessorr the 

illustrious loreign Minister of Malta, Mr. Guido de Marco, for the able manner 

in which he conducted the affairs of the last session, and for the many 

missions he undertook on behalf of the General Assembly to convey to the 

international cormunity the important decisions of the forty-fifth session. 

To the Secretary-General we express our appreciation for the excellent 

services which he and his dedicated staff continue to render to the 

Organisation and to the international community. His tireless efforts in the 

search for international peace and an equitable international order, in which 

all United Nations Member States, large or small, play an equally important 

role, have placed him among the truly great statesmen of our time. 

Two weeks ago seven new Members were admitted into the Organitation - the 

largest single admission in recent years. On behalf of the Government and 

people of Kenya, I take this opportunity sincerely to congratulate the 

Republic of Korea, the Democratic People's Republic of Korea, the Federated 

States of Micronesia, the Marshall Islands, and the Baltic States of Estonia, 

Latvia and Lithuania on becoming Members of the United Nations. With their 

membership, the United Nations has moved closer to the realization of the 

principle of universality, The road to nationhood has been long and, for 

some, rough, but nevertheless a worthy journey. 

We laud the new spirit of reconciliation which is emerging and which now 

underlines the relationship between some of the new Member States and their 

former adversaries. With the simultaneous entry into the United Nations of 

the two Koreas, a new chapter has opened which, we hope, will characterize 

their peace talks aimed at national unity. 
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The current easrion of the General Aasembly offers yet another 

opportunity to reflect on the dramatic developments that have taken plsce in 

the world in recent years. Aa in the past, the international cosanunity is 

looking to the united Nations for leadership in the search for the maintenance 

of international peace and stability. 

Six months have passed since the coalition forces mounted a successful 

operation which restored sovereignty to the people of the State of Kuwait. 

Never before has our Organixation shown such unity of purpose and resolute 

determination to put an end to naked aggression by a powerful neighbour 

against a tiny and helpless Member State. Kenya fully supported all the 

Security Council resolutions on the Iraq-Kuwait crisis, basing its support on 

the principle of the inadmissibility of acquisition of territories by use of 

force and the principle that wanton aggression must not go unpunished. 

Several important lessons have emerged from the Iraq invasion of Kuwait, 

one of which is that those who ought to know better were complacent and, 

indeed, appear to have conspired to place deadly weapons, capable of mass 

destruction, into the hands of a nation in one of the most volatile regions of 

the world. For several years Kenya joined other delegations from developing 

countries in censuring certain developed nations which are also major arms 

manufacturers and exporters for their silence on questionable arms deals. 

Since such weapons were never intended for attacks cn the suppliers, we had no 

illusions at all regarding their end use. 
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The Limo hsa come for these merchants of wmaponr of mass destruction and 

death, be they Governments or private companies in Member States, to put aside 

greed, profit and naked exploitation, and join the United Nations in calling 

for a world-wide ban on all chemical weapon8 and the limitation of trade in 

arma or greater transparency in their transfers by keeping a register of arms 

sales. 

We still hear the sounds of drums of war six months after the end of the 

operations in the Gulf and what we thought was the beginning of full 

compliance with all Security Council resolutions. We want to express the 

sincere hope that sanity and better judgement will prevail over short-sighted, 

parochial and chauvinistic interests, and thus save humanity from the kind of 

costly misadventure that nearly plunged this generation into yet another world 

war. 

Within the same region, the situation in the Middle East remains tense 

and fragile. Several resolutions that the United Nations has adopted in the 

past, aimed at reducing tension and laying the foundation for lasting peace in 

the Middle East, remain largely unimplemented. The right of Palestinians to a 

home of their cwn, as well as the right of the State of Israel to exist, 

cannot be compromised, nor indeed can the right of all States in that troubled 

region to live in secure and internationally recognised boundaries. 

Several serious attempts have been made, including the current efforts 

and initiatives of the United States Secretary of State, James Baker, to 

reduce tension in the Middle East and create an atmosphere conducive to 

negotiations. We support these efforts as we have in the past, and it is our 

hope and prayer that they will meet with success. 
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Kenya beliovom, aI) do the majority of Me&er Statem, that at the root of 

the Middle Bart problem ir the quemtion of aa equitable and jumt rettlernent of 

the Palestinian imrue. Any solution that excluder reprementatioa of the 

Palestioiaam by those of their own choice ir no solution, and will only 

prolong the mimery aad agony that have characterired the mituatioa in the 

region. 

The need for an international conference on the Middle East, attended by 

the five permnent wmberm of the Security Council and all partiem to the 

conflict, including the Palestine Liberation Orgaoitation, has become more 

urgent. It im one sure way of arriving at larting solutions, which should be 

guaranteed by the United Nation8 in accordance with itr mandate. 

Some of the most far-reachiag changes in recent times have taken place in 

a relatively short span of time. These are changes which, am the 

Secretary-General has observed, are characterited by both the aspects of hope 

and the countenance of dangerous unrestraint. Their central theme is the 

democratisation of human societies everywhere. 

Several speakers who have preceded me have eloquently articulated the 

problems and the prospects, pointing also to inherent dangers, particularly 

the assumption that there are those who possess a monopoly on truth and on 

knowledge of what is good for the rest of humanity and what constitutes good 

governance. 

There is no country on Earth, indeed no government, in these times and 

age that can survive unless it protects and strictly upholds the fundamental 

rights of its citizens. Consequently, the argument is not against the 

imperative need to observe human rights, good governance, accountability, 

elimination of corruption and the fight against ethnic antagonism, wherever 
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these social evila exist in our societies. Rather, the argument is about 

differing interpretations of what constitutes good governance, as well as the 

euthoritarian assertion that if we differ then we must be wrong. Ia other 

words, we are being told that we are wrong because our critics are right, and 

that they are ri9ht because they say so. 

The changes that started in Eastern Europe a few years ago are not 

necessarily out of the reach of many developing countries. Indeed, most of 

them were not necessary in the developing countries. Very few minor 

adjustments here and there are required, because the problems are not the same 

in the first place. What the developing nations need, more than anything 

else, is for existing social and economic institutions to be strengthened as a 

means to create stability for political structures. 

We are encouraged by statements made by the representatives of the 

developed North which took cognizance of the need to strengthen democracies in 

the developing South, not by preaching moral virtues that may be totally alien 

to the cultural values and aspirations of the developing countries, but by 

taking concrete measures aimed at raising the living standards in those 

countries. 

The world has shrunk into a small global village. We live in an age of 

electronic media and satellite communication systems. Events in one corner of 

the world, however remote, are instantly beamed into our homes, as we 

witnessed during the Gulf crisis. Under the circumstances, it is neither 

impossible nor difficult, in an age of instant global television, to detect 

and promptly react to problems as they arise. Natural disasters and 

calamities, massive transfers or movements of conventional weapons or 

instances of flagrant abuses of human rights can no longer go without 

detection. 
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The new international order, for vhlch we all yearn, cannot be the 

responsibility of any one particular country. Rather, it is tha collective 

responsibility of all of us. The role of the United Nationa, or the Gulf 

crisis recently demonstrated, is a crucial one, and can be successfully played 

only through the csacerted action of all itr Members. 

The General hsseably met in 8 special session five year> ago to consider 

ways of supporting African efforts to alleviate the severe crisis that has 

gripped the continent and to lay the foundation for the continent’s sustained 

economic and social development. The Assembly unanimously adopted the United 

Nations Programme of Action for African Rcononic Recovery OAd Development, 

representing a unique agreement between African States and the international 

cormsunity, in vhich both sides cotmnitted themselves to serious and 

far-reaching efforts to accelerate Africa’s development process. The 

Progranune, vhich created major expectations for better prospects for Africa, 

cm to an end in July this year. This session of the General Assembly will 

carry out the final review and appraisal of the implementation of the 

Prograxmne and make recomnendations. 

Nevertheless, over the five years of the period of the United Nations 

Prograrmne of Action for African Economic Recovery and Development, the 

economic and social conditions in the continent have actually vorsened. This 

has occurred despite the many far-reaching measures and reforms undertaken by 

African countries under extremely adverse external conditions of deteriorating 

comnodity prices, heavy external debt and rising net outflows of financial 

resources. This session of the Assembly therefore has the responsibility to 

come out with a clearly defined, action-oriented agreement on international 

support for the continued efforts of African countries during the 1990s. 
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The interoatiooal conmuoity and the Africa0 couotrier l hould ronow their 

conmitmeot to a new agenda of cooporation for Africa’4 rwtaioed racial and 

economic development io tha 19901. To achlws thir goal, urgent actioo ir 

needed to accelerate economic growth to an average real growth ratm of at 

least 6 per cent per annum of grorr national product throughout the period of 

the new agenda, rith the aim of increaring incoma and eradicating provarty. 

If we fail to obrervo there guidsliner, the new intornatiooal order will 

have absolutely no meaning or relevance to the vast majority of the ro-called 

third-world countries, nome of whose citirenr subsist on less than oao dollar 

a day and whose countries ara denied free 4~~444 to the markets of the 

developed world through a series of restrictive and protectionist policies. 

The beginning of this decade 8aw the reaffirmation of the supremticy of 

international law in the conduct of inter-state relations. One of the major 

cawea of conflicts between nations throughout history has been failure to 

observe the basic principles of international law, one af whose cardinal 

provisions is the respect for the sovereignty and territorial integrity of 

other States and their right to control their destinies. 
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It is therefore moot fitting that we should b# witnersing an increasing 

awarenean of the nasd for reapact for intsrnational law at the beginning of 

this decade, which the General Aneembly has declared am the United Nationn 

Decade of International Law. It is my dslegetion’s hope that the declaration 

will invoke greater respect for international law and create a favourable 

atmosphare for implementation of the principle that all international disputes 

should be settled peacefully and through negotiation. This is one sure way of 

transforming the conaonnus expressed at the forty-fifth session of the General 

Assembly into specific activities in order to translate the ambitious 

programmes of the decade into reality. 

Similarly, the end of 1970s and the beginning of 1980s witnessed a 

monumental step forward in the development and codification of one aspect of 

international law. I refer to the adoption of the United Nations Convention 

on the Law of the Sea. This most important Convention, which has been aptly 

described as a constitution for the oceans, was primarily to facilitate 

international cooperation and to promote the peaceful use of the seas and 

oceans, as well as the equitable and efficient utilixation of ocean resources. 

We note with great concern and regret, however, that the preparatory 

commission has begun to wind up its work without the broad acceptance that 

would allow for consistent and uniform application of the Convention. The 

Convention represents many years of negotiations, which successfully 

established a delicate balance on issues of global concern, and whose future 

is now left doubtful. 

It is my delegation's hope that the Secretary-General will find wide 

support for his current efforts to bridge the gap between divergent views. 
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OtherwIse we shall run the risk of returning to tho very uncertnlntlee end 

instabilities that the Convention on the Law of the Boa wan craatod to 

address. 

Serious human trauma and tragedy still face the Horn of Africa - an nren 

thnt., for decades, hae witnessed numerous political and roclsl uphssvals, 

resulting in masnive suffering of the worst kind ever witnoered In the 

region. The larger part of the region is on the brink of unprecedented 

famine. My delegation wishes to bring this matter to the attention of the 

world community an a matter of urgency. I refer in particular to the plight 

of the many thousands of women end children who are dying from the lack of 

basic life-aupporting neceaaities. 

In the past my country haa exerted maximum efforts to deal with the 

situation arising from the traffic of refugees seeking temporary relief, with 

assistance from the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and 

other donor agencies. This time, however, the dimension and complexity of the 

problem of refugees in Kenya are far beyond the resourcea at our disposal. 

This is especially so because of the number of refugees involved - now more 

than 200,000 - and the fact that our economy, which is currently under a 

strenuous structural-adjustment process, is struggling to recover from the 

effects of the Gulf war, which had a serious effect on our tourist industry. 

The situation call= for urgent assistance from the international 

community. I refer in particular to food, medicine, shelter, transport, 

clothing and other necessities. My President - Mr. Daniel Arap Moi - has 

already made a passionate plea to the international community for urgent 

assistance, not only for the refugees in our country but also for those 
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dlsplacod in the Sudan :And Bomalia, who are facing maaalvo rtsrvation and 

death. 

A,low me, on behalf of the Government and people of Kenya, to convey our 

sincere thanks to those Governments and international agencies, au well as 

non--governmental agencies, that have come to the aid of the rafugees in Kenya, 

and appeal for their continued assistance rind valuable support for this worthy 

humanitarian cause. 

In this regard, I wish to record the aupport of my delegation for the 

proposal made by various delegations - particularly those of the United 

Kingdom and of Norway, to mention only a few - that a mechanism be put in 

place to deal more promptly and effectively with such crises. Kenya hao 

cooperated with various United Nations relief agencies and with governmental 

and non-governmental organisations involved in relief work and in the 

provision of assistance to neighbouring States. We hope to continue this 

cooperation in the years to come, in the service of humanity. 

The importance and urgency of taking appropriate measures to protect the 

environment from further damage and to preserve it for future generations is a 

subject of global concern. The preparatory process for the United Nations 

Conference on Environment and Development, scheduled to take place in Brazil 

in 1992, concluded its third phase in Geneva last month with the warning that 

a lot of ground remains to be covered before Rio de Janeiro. Kenya hopes that 

at the fourth and final session, scheduled to take place in New York in 

March 1992, the remaining issues will be ironed out, and the gap bridged, so 

that the success of our Conference may be ensured. 

The very survival of the human race in the years to come will depend 

increasingly on the ability of man to co-exist in harmony within his 
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environment. All nations - rich and poor, big and not 60 big - have a stake 

in this. The poor, non-industrialised nations mutrt retconclle their 

development with their environment, just am the rich, developed countries, in 

the disposal of their industrial wastes, must pay great attention to the 

problems of preserving a sound environment. Because 6 good environment is 

incompatible with poverty, act.ion on environmental control and protection must 

be addressed simultaneously with the development needs of the poor and 

developing nations. 

The Commission on Human Settlements, at its thirteenth seanion, is 

recommending to the General Assembly the adoption, at this session, of a draft 

resolution for the convening of a world conference on human settlements, and 

is requesting the Secretary-General, in consultation with the Executive 

Director of the United Nations Centre for Human Settlements (HABITAT), to take 

the necessary steps. 

My delegation supports this proposal, which would offer a unique 

opportunity to evaluate and strengthen the progress of HABITAT, bearing in 

mind the fact that urbanization is becoming a major environmental problem in 

many develophng countries. 

Allow me, before concluding my remarks, to refer to recent developments 

and changes in South Africa. The leadership in that Republic has demonstrated 

commitment to the dismantling of the obnoxious policies of apartheid. My 

delegation believes that the international community - the United Nations in 

particular - should continue to play the same constructive role that it has 

played in the past in bringing about the dismantling of apartheid. Although a 

lot remains to be done, it is the view of my delegation that this Organization 

ought to take cognizanca of the positive changes in the Republic of South 

Africa and lend its moral support for continued peaceful change. 
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Lot clear and unmirtakablo riqnalr go to the taairt die-hardr of the AWB 

clique, however, that, in thlm era of fund-ala1 chanqe8, the international 

convnunity will not tolerate any attemptm to put the clock back, that there 

will be no place to run to for solace and comfort l hould they inriat on 

pursuing the short-aiqhted an& outdated policy of racial supremacy. 

Nothing could conrtitute a more qrorr abure of human riqhtr than qlvinq 

comfort to a few die-hard racJetr who believe tnst they are dertined by God to 

be a ruperior race. 
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Hr. AL-m (United Arab mniretor) (iaterprotstioa from Arabic)r 

Mr. Presidant, my country*@ delogstioa ia proud to 000 you premidiag over the 

current session of the General Amrembly at a tinne when there 18 e ptersing 

need for wisdom, skill and experience for which you have been known throughout 

your long diplomatic career. You represent Saudi Arabia, n country with which 

we are bound by ties of brotherhood, neighbourhood and cown destiny and with 

which we share values of history, heritage, and the lofty principles of 

Islam. We are confident that you will conduct the work of this sesbion with 

the competence and objectivity to which all Members of the Organixstion are 

looking forward at this crucial juncture in history. 

We conmend the role played by the Foreign Minister of Malta, particularly 

his untirin9 endeavours to reform the organisational structure of the General 

Assembly during his presidency of the .-:ty-fifth session. We hope that the 

efforts he exerted will continue. 

ALter 10 years of service in this prominent international post, during 

which the United Nations has witnessed momentous events, the world must feel 

proud of th. role played by the Secretary-General, Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar. 

His dedication to the purposes and principles of the Charter and his continued 

efforts for peace have placed the United Nations at the centre of world events 

as an effective forum with moral and political weight. 

This session convenes in the wake of a series of events which followed 

upon the heels of each other, and which led to radical changes in the 

ideological and political maps of many countries of the world. Some of those 

events, indeed most of them, took place suddenly and at a rapid pace, and as 

such, as the Secretary-General said in his annual report on the work of the 

Organization, they mark “a great turning point in history". (A/46/1. D. 2) 
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One of the most significant of those events was the disappearance of the 

system of polarisation associated with the cold war that plagued the world 

order since the inception of the United Nations. That polarisation led at 

times to the brink of confrontstion between the two super-Powers. 

The ending of that polarisation brought to an end the cold war with its 

military alliances and a policy of nuclear deterrence which was fraught with 

the risk of the mans annihilation of our globe. 

The changes in the ideological and political map of some countries of the 

world have been accompanied by, and resulted in, similar drastic changes in 

the relationships between the major Powers themselves as well as in their 

method of dealing with the existing hotbeds of conflict in many countries. 

Their approach is now based on cooperation rather than confrontation, on 

resolving regional conflicts rather than on fanning their flames, and on 

ending disputes rather than broadening their range. It is cooperation aimed 

at establishing international peace and security, and an alliance whose 

purpose is the repulsion of aggression and respect for the rights of countries 

to sovereignty and independence. 

It was only natural that such positive developments should be reflected 

in the United Nations itself and the role entrusted to it. In this context, 

my country has supported the active role undertaken by the world Organixation 

during the last two years in combating acts of aggression and in implementing 

the wide-ranging peace plans in many regions and countries. That role was a 

natural product of the new changes on the international scene and it 

corresponds fully with the mandate originally entrusted to the international 

Organisation. It is the role that the United Nations should have played, had 

it not been for the cold war circumstances which precluded it. 
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Arab Emirates) 

While we welcome those positive changes, we in the United Arab Emirates 

hope that excessive optimism will not make us forget or overlook the basic 

facts. namely that the world is still replete with hotbeds of tension that 

c0Uia erupt at any moment. 

The *ew world order faced immediate challenges and hard tests, foremost 

among which was the Iraqi aggression against the State of Kuwait, as well as 

other events that have occurred in other areas of the world in the course of 

the past year. Those events serve as a reminder of the imperative to apply 

and adhere to international legality, particularly to implement fully Security 

Council resolutions on all issues without any discrimination between one 

problem or the other. It is imperative to address the hotbeds of tension ana 

to confront them with promptness and effectiveness. 

We seize this opportunity to extend our congratulations to the Government 

and people of the sisterly State of Kuwait on recovering its sovereignty and 

dislodging the occupiers of its land. We also congratulate the countries of 

the world on their solidarity and cooperation which played a major role in 

overcoming aggression and standing firm against the injustice meted out by the 

aggressor. We thank all the countries that participated with us materially, 

politically and morally in liberating Kuwait and ending aggression against the 

countries of the region. 

This year's admission of seven countries to membership in the world 

Organization is a vivid expression of the success and progress the world has 

attained in its pursuit of peace. We avail ourselves of this opportunity to 

welcome the Republic of Korea, the Democratic People's Republic of Korea, the 

Marshall Islands and Micronesia. We also extend special congratulations to 

Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania on regaining their independence and on their 



sccmm~ion to the mtirmhip of thim Organiration. My dologation will bo happy 

to cooparato with then bilaterally and multilaterally in achieving the 

objectivem of the Chattmr. 
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The criria of the Iraqi aggression against, and occupation of Kuwait 

ended with Kuwait’s restoration of its sovereignty. However , the lessons 

drawn from that crisis will remain on the record of the political history of 

our region, which has always sought peace and stability. Our position in 

respect of that crisis was to uphold the rule of law, right and justice as 

well as standing by the inalienable right to self-defence against injustice 

and aggression. 

The Iraqi regime miscalculated events and wan driven by grudge, greed and 

aggression. Together with other countries, ue tried to spare the region, and 

the people and land of Iraq, the calamities and consequences of war. 

International attempts to persuade Iraq to withdraw peacefully continued for 

over six months, but the Iraqi regime persisted in its aggression, leaving no 

other means but force. 

During those long months, the Kuwaiti people, under the yoke of 

occupation, were subjected to torture. Others Kuwaitis were scattered all 

around the world, enduring the humiliation of exile. The Iraqi regime was not 

content with all that: it also practised various types of blackmail, 

including hostage-taking, thus causing anguish to thousands of families. 

Today, while Kuwait has regained its sovereignty and resumed its role in 

the international community, the dire effects of that aggression are still 

palpable. It is evident that as a result crimes against humanity were 

committed, especially environmental crimes, where the Iraqi occupation forces 

pumped oil into the Gulf in order to destroy marine life in that vital 

waterway. The deliberate crime of setting fire to Kuwait's oil wells remains 

living proof of the recklessness with which that regime's agqre'cion was 

imbued. 
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We applaud the efforts that wore, and continue to be exerted by the 

Government of Kuwait to check the environmental devastation that resulted from 

the aggression. The Iraqi regime is fully responsible for the destruction of 

wealth and the wastage of re8ourcea resulting from itr aggression. 

Iraq’s continuing detention of thousand6 of Kuwaiti citirens is a 

flagrant example of that regimb’s brutality, of its persistence in violating 

covenants and obligations and of its defiance of the international will. 

My country wishes to 806 the relavant Security Council resolution8 fully 

implemented in order to ensure that aggression will not recur. In cooperation 

with fraternal and friendly countries, we in the region seek to set up a 

mechanism to maintain security and stability, and make the Gulf a ssfe haven 

once again. We look forward to the support and cooperation of all of you to 

attain this lofty goal. 

In our tireless endeavour to establish peace and maintain security in the 

Gulf, we cannot but admit that the security of the Middle East is an integral 

whole, and is linked to the cause8 and nature of conflicts in that region, 

which have been going on for five decades. Right from the outset, ve realized 

that the delicate sensitivity that characterizes regional and international 

rivalries in the Middle East would inevitably ledd to instability, and that it 

is difficult to separate the security of any on, country or group of countries 

from the region’s overall security. 

We are pleased with the increasing international recognition of this 

fact, especially in light of the recent changes on the international scene, 

because people are now becoming convinced that there is a need to deal 

expeditiously and effectively with the principal conflict in the Middle East 

and with the core issue, the Palestinian question. We are hopeful that the 
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current initiative by the American adminirtratioa will succeed in convening 

the peace conference. 

no believe that making peace will primarily depend on a continuing effort 

and on overcoming the obstacles Israel is still putting in the way of those 

endeavours, particularly its continuing building of settlements, which runs 

counter to the eubstance of the peace process and to Security Council 

resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (19731, which call for the implementation of 

the principle of land for peace to be applied. Also, Israel has laid down 

stringent conditions regarding Palestinian representation, the status of 

Jerusalem and the United Nations role in that conference. The only aim of 

those conditions is to abort rfforts to convene the conference so that Israel 

can shirk its responsibilities as an occupying Power and deny the Palestinian 

people the exercise of their right to self-determination. 

It is therefore imperative for the fundamental principles for making 

peace to be affirmed: foremost of these is Israeli withdrawal from all the 

occupied Arab territories, including Jerusalem, and the right of the 

Palestinian people to self-determination, including the establishment of their 

own independent state on their national soil. 

In this respect, my delegation commends the recent resolutions adopted by 

the Palestine National Council. Those resolutions are a manifest expression 

of the Palestinian desire to respond with the present peace endeavours. We 

hope that this position vi11 meet the appropriate response from all the 

parties concerned. 

We welcome and support the efforts by the Lebanese Government to extend 

its sovereignty to all the territory of Lebanon. The President of Lebanon 

emPhasised, in his statement before the General Assembly last veek, the need 
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to implement Security council tosolution 425 (1978), which providom for the 

withdrawal of Imraoli forcom from all occuplod Lebanore territory, l specially 

now that the logitimato authority ham been able to romtore tranquillity and 

exercise its jurisdiction in all other aroam of Lebanon. 

?or our part, we call on the international cornunity, am represented by 

the Security Council, to implement that resolution. Uo also call upon all 

countries capable of extendin a helpin hand to do 80, SO that Lebanon can 

rmcover and reconstruct what the war ham destroyed. We in the United Arab 

Rmiratem are fully willing to play our part in that endeavour, in COOpOratiOn 

with fraternal and friendly countries. 

In South Africa, some aspects of the apartheid system have been 

abolished. These are the Group Areas Act, the Population Registration Act and 

the Land Acts. While conmending the abrogation of those laws, we note that 

the very basis of the apartheid system itself still exists. Moreover, many 

other laws that entrench that system have yet to bs abrogated. 
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Politic61 stability and the continuation of international ditrntr and 

cooporation are continqont upon the international order’s ability to ride out 

the economic recerrion that continues to be a hurdle that blocks the entry of 

many of the world’s pooples and countries upon the stsqo of economic 

development. A quick review of the performance of the world economy shows the 

sire of the difficulties which face the economies of the developing countries 

as a result of the imbalance in the terms of trade, the debt crisis, the 

deteriorating prices of primary commodities and protectionism; also to be 

considered are the obstacles placed by some industrialised nations in the way 

of developinq countfiea’ exports. their monopolisation of modern technology 

and their marqinaliration of the developing countries’ role in the world 

economy. 

These short-sighted policies contribute significantly to the obstruction 

of development pfogf amel, which suffer from a shortage of resources and 

manpower, and are thus conducive to the intensification of economic and social 

crises. Though we realistically admit that the developing countries 

themselves bear the responsibility of removing those hurdles, we must admit 

also that the present intsrnational economic order is governed by a set of 

conditions that frustrate every effort made by those countries, which find 

themselves hemned in by conditions and circumstances that are hard to cope 

with. Hence, the major economic powers have a significant role to play in 

supporting the efforts of those countries to create a more appropriate 

international economic climate. 

The North-South dialogue, which has to be resumed, still constitutes the 

necessary utartinq point. The halting of that dialogue, regardless of the 

reasons for it. wasted precious time and opportunities for international 
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dovolopewnt offorte, and uo maintain that l ffortu murt be renowod under the 

new set of international circumrtances and conditiona. 

In that regard, the United Ration5 Conference on Environment and 

Development, to be held In Bra811 next year, ir a unique and aurpicious 

opportunity for the world conrnunity to agroo on a new agenda for comprehensive 

and rurtainable international development in the interert of all mankind. 

Among the basic lersons to be drawn from the Gulf crisi8 is the potential 

for devostatioa brought about by the acquisition of arm8 in general and 

weapon8 Of ma88 destruction in particular. We all know the horror that could 

result from the use of such weapon8 in a highly volatile and extremely 

sensitive region. 

My country ha5 always been in favour of freeing the Middle Eart from 

ueapoas of ma88 destruction. We support the initiatives and effort8 aimed at 

the prevention of producing, acquiring and stockpiling such weaponl, and the 

dO8trUCtiOn of those in stock. 

The Israeli military arsenal, with it5 massive stockpiles of nuclear and 

chemical weapon5 still poses a real q .rietat to stability and the prospects of 

making peace. Event5 hwe taught u5 that the acquisition of a certain weapon 

by any party provide5 the justification for Other8 to acquire it. And when 

possession of such weapons by a State is associated with a policy of 

aggression, the danger is compounded. We therefore call for speedy action 

toward5 instituting the necessary procedures to eliminate such weapons. 

On the international level, we welcome the agreements that have been made 

on arms reduction in Europe, the elimination of stocks of chemical weapons as 

well as long-range missiles. We hope that efforts and negotiations will 

continue towards freeing all areas of the world from weapons of mass 
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8ertruction, and w wlcm the recent agroewnt botwon Brazil and Argontins 

in thir regard. 

It 10 particularly appropriate to applaud the hirtoric iaitiativo taken a 

few days a90 by the Prerideat of the United Stator, in which he anuouncsd the 

removal and elimination of all rhort-rango nuclear weapon8 on land and Bea in 

Europe end Asia. This initiative ir a vary advanced atop in the procorr of 

disarmament and in mutual confidence-building. 

The world, which h&s been able during the lart few years to overcome many 

of the political problems that darkened international relations since the end 

of World War XI and to solve many regional problems, must face up at this 

juncture to many newly emerging problems, particularly those of the grave 

degradation of the environment, worsening drug-trafficking and abuse, the 

problems of human rights and the attainment of social, economic and political 

justice in many societies. 

Mankind ahould be the focus of our attention, since man is the mean8 of 

development and the beneficiary of stability. Man’s civil rights cannot be 

separated from his political rights, foremost of which are the right to 

self-determination and the right of all nations and peoples to enjoy respect 

for their heritage and culture. The end result of all this is the 

establ~sbmeat of international cooperation on the basis of mutual respect in 

order to achieve well-being and prosperity for all mankind. 

Mr. BEN YAHIA (Tunisia) (interpretation from Arabic): It gives me 

pleasure to express, on behalf of my country and on my own behalf, my 

wholehearted congratulations upon your election as President of the 

forty-sixth session of the General Assembly. The strong bonds of brotherhood 

and close cooperation that exist between Tunisia and the Kingdom of Saudi 
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Arabia mako UI additionally proud of thir appropriate choice, which ir an 

l xprorrion of the high regard in which tbo international comnunity holdr your 

brotherly country, uhich bar bono it8 utmost for cooporation among nationr. 

It ir, at the mama time, a tribute to your knorlebgm and wisdom, qualitior 

that will bo, 9od willing, of great arrirtanca to u8 in attaining po*itivo 

roaultm during thir rerrion. 
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I am also ploared to join other rposkatr~~ in l xtenbing to your 

predecessor, Mr. Guide de Merco, our deepest appreciation for his great 

services and high compatonce during him presidency of tha General Asronbly at 

ita forty-fifth session. I should also like to take thin opportunity to offer 

my heartfelt regards and respect to Mr. Javior Pores de Cuollar, who for 

10 years has shouldered the responsibility of the Secretariat of the 

Organisation during one of the nest difficult periods over experienced by the 

international co-unity. Row that he is gettin ready to bring to completion 

his tsak at the head of the world Organisation, Tunilria would like to assure 

him of its deep appreciation for his important and tireless efforts on behalf 

of peace and cooperation among nations. 

We also welcome the neu Members of our Organizationr the Marshal 1 

Islands, the Federated States of Micronesia, the Republic of Korea. the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, and the Republics of trtonia. Lithuania 

and Latvia. Tunisia views the accession to the membership of the United 

Nations by the three Baltic Republics as yet another indication of the 

profound changes that have taken place in the Soviet Union on the basis of 

respect for the right of peoples to self-determination and adherence to 

international legality. Such changes could have never taken place were it not 

for the policy of Pereatroika pursued by President Mikhail Gorbachev since he 

assumed the highest post in his country. We are convinced that the Soviet 

Union will continue to play its constructive role in the service of peace and 

security in the world. 

On the threshold of a new century, the international community is 

entering upon a delicate and difficult phase characterised principally by the 

painstaking search for ways and means of establishing a new and more equitable 
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world order in which will prevail the lofty valuer of rolidarity amoaq human 

beinga and rtability, peace and security for mankind la keeplnq with t.ho 

principles of equality and justice. Tunisia, belnq a peace-lovlnq country 

that ir devoted to the United Nation8 Charter and its principles and a country 

that upholds the right of all peoplelr to live in dignity, has alwayr done its 

utmost to implement those noble principles both at the national and 

international levelr. I should like to inform the Assembly of mome of 

Tunisia’s contributions in thi6 connection since the last session of the 

General A,saembly. 

At the national level, Tunisia har continued to strengthen itr 

achievements in building a new society in which human rights will be 

protected, the principle8 of freedom, democracy and political plurality will 

flourish, and the rule of law will prevail. Having become aware early oa of 

the demands of our times, and determined to meet those demands, since the 

changes that took place on 7 November 1987 Tunisia has declared its commitment 

to human rights and fundamental freedoms. It has undertaken to create the 

conditions necessary to protect those rights. President Ben Ali’s decision in 

January 1991 to establish the High Commission on Human Rights and Fundamental 

Freedoms was further confirmation of our firm commitment in that regard. 

We would like to emphasize from this rostrum that this democratic policy 

is a key change in my country. Without any reservations, Tunisia has ratified 

the United Nations Convention against torture and was honoured to be chosen to 

host the Arab Institute for Human Rights. We have also authorised Amnesty 

International to open an office in Tunisia. Tunisia, which has always 

condemned all forms of discrimination on the basis of race, faith or gender, 

and which is a signatory of various United Nations conventions relating to 
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human rightr, wisher at thir time to roaffirr Ita dotermination to work 

tirelessly in order to enrich itr legislation and strengthen itr inrtitutions 

concerned with the protection of the citi8en’a right8 and freedoms in every 

field. 

We would like to reaffirm in this connection that our country, which 

aspirer after an open and tolerant society, unambiguously rejects ertremirm in 

every rhape and form, as we believe that extremism and ita attendant bigotries 

and violence are the worst onemier of human rights, including the right to R 

secure life and freedom of thought. We sincerely hope that the international 

community will take note of this, so that we may fight together against this 

dangerous phenomenon which threatens the very stability of our societies and 

which finds support and encouragement from certain parties. The international 

conwnunity must militate against such criminal activities. 

While progress in any society hinges upon the level of that society’s 

internal stability and peace, we believe that it equally depends on the 

external environment in international relations as a whole. Hence Tunisia, 

which strives to ensure social peace and stability so that it may be able to 

mobilize its resources for its own development, gives a very high priority to 

the establishment of world peace. 

This became obvious in Tunisia’s position vis-&-via the Gulf crisis. 

While it supported Security Council resolutions and implemented them in full - 

despite their serious and ongoing negative impact on our economy - it did its 

utmost to avoid the war and subsequently to end it. We would like to express 

our deep regret at the crisis, and we hope that the international community 

will work together in order to eliminate the remaining effects of the war so 

that stability and peace might be restored in the area on the basis of full 

respect for international legality. 
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In thia rempecta while affirming our unswerving dovotioa to international 

legality and our continuing support for the role of the United Nations in 

solving vorld probloma, wo call upon tho international cornunity to take 

cogniaanco, for strictly humanitarian reasons, of the suffering of large 

aoctora of the Iraqi people, particularly new-born infants and tha elderly, 

who are adversely affected and suffer undornouriahment and a lack of basic 

health cam. 

The same humanitarian considerations, aa well as our aincere deaire to 

look beyond this painful past, make US follow closely the question of the 

Kuwaiti prisoners in Iraq. We strongly hop0 that thir question will be solved 

in a way that would emure the return of those prisoners to their families as 

soon as possible, thus alloving the Iraqi and Kuwaiti peoples to open 8 new 

era in their relations based on good-neighbourliness and a forward-looking 

attitude characterised by trust, peace and brotherhood. 
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Tunisia, which ham l upportod United Nations peace effortr in various 

part.8 of the world by contributing troop. to the United Nation8 nrirrionr to 

the Congo in the 1960m and, more rocontly, to Namibia, wimher today to 

reaffirm itm commitment to Arab and international l ffortm to roeatabllsh peace 

and stability in the Oulf and in all other aroan of tenrion in the world. 

My country’8 devotion to peace ia reon also in our ongoing efforts to 

contribute to the rerolution of the Palertinlan problem, which remains the 

core irrue in the t4iddle Eart conflict. A$ we firmly rupport the right of 

Palertinianr freely to make their own decisiona, we have encouraged the 

approach of the Palertine Liberation Organisation (PLO) rince its declaration 

of the State of Palestine in 1988, an approach that relies on negotiations a8 

a mean8 of resolving the Palestinian problem. 

My country, which hosted the beginning8 of the Palestinian-United State8 

dialogue and worked for itr ~UCCO~E, welcomes today United State0 and 

international efforta to convene a peace conference in the Middle East and the 

positive attitude of the Palestine National Council towards that conference. 

We reaffirm our readiness to participate in the Tesco process in the framework 

of the efforts of the Arab Maghreb Union ,:ountffes, in such a way as to 

strengthen our Palestinian brothers and help preserve legitimate Palestinian 

and Arab rights. 

In this respect, we do hope to witness a clearer and more firm 

determination on the part of the international community to impose peace on 

all those who create obstacles to peace. While we draw attention to the 

dangerous consequences of allowing Israel to continue to defy General Assembly 

and Security Council resolutions on this issue, to pursue its violent acts of 

repression against the civilian population and to continue its colonization 
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policies aimed at imposing a fm, we wish to stat. that it ie our 

conviction that there can be no jurt, lasting and comprehensive peace in the 

Middle East unleae all parties concerned. including the legitimate 

representatives of the Palestinian people, participate in the peace process 

and unleaa the goal of the procesr is to recognire all legitimate Palestinian 

rights and to secure Israel’s withdrawal from the occupied territories, 

including the Holy City of Al-Qudr. 

There is no doubt that a major prerequite of success in Middle East peace 

efforts is confidence-building among all parties concerned, both before and 

during the negotiations. We believe, therefore, that ths international 

cornunity should demand that Israel adopt an approach that bespeaks a real 

desire to go ahead with the peace process, instead of persisting in acts that 

further complicate a peace process which calls for responsible behaviour, not 

arrogance and rejection. 

In that context, the policy of settlements in the occupied Arab 

territories, including Al-Quds, a policy Israel relentlessly pursues and even 

accelerates, is an obstacle to real, equitable peace. The international 

community should wonder whether Israel’s desire for peace is genuine. If 

Israel wants to demonstrate such a genuine will for peace, it should end its 

policy of settlements, deportations and repression. That would make mutual 

trust possible among the parties to the conflict, which could help create a 

new relationship between Arabs and Israelis. That could, in turn, lead to a 

new stance on the boycott question, and could accelerate the peace process 

among all parties concerned. 

A just and lasting solution to the question of Palestine and the 

Arab-Israeli conflict places a heavy burden of responsibility on the United 
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Natjons. We arm 8ure the Organiration can rhoulder that burden, thereby 

atrengthening its positAon, increasIng its credibility and convincing all 

Members that United Nations decisions me--i be implemented. Success in this 

would undoubtedly enhance the Organixation’a effactiveneas in dealing with 

other pending irsuer such aI) those relating to Cyprus, southern Lebanon, 

Kashmir and Cambodia, both through ongoing United Nations efforts and through 

the endeavours of humanitarian organisations whose purpose is to alleviate the 

suffering of people in those areaa. 

In that context, we express our rstiafaction at the positive developments 

taking place in various crisis areas, where dialogue and reconciliation are 

prevailing over violence and anarchy. 

We are pleased at the great progress made by brotherly Lebanon towards 

national unity and stability thanks to the implementation of the Taif 

agreement, which saved the country from a perilous situation. We wish the 

Lebanese State full success in building a new peaceful, independent and 

prosperous Lebanon. 

We also support attempts to restore harmony and understanding in 

Yugoslavia, a friendly country with which we have longstanding relations of 

cooperation and mutual respect. 

We welcome progress towards solving the Cambodian problem. The agreement 

signed last July at Beijing opens new prospects for restoring peace in the 

area and for creating a climate of reconciliation and understanding among all 

Cambodians. This gives them the chance to build a new independent and 

democratic Cambodia free from foreign intervention. We take this opportunity 

to convey our friendly greetings to the delegation present in this Hall 

representing the Svprsme National Council of Cambodia, and to its Chairman, 

Prince Norodom Sihanouk. 
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Turning to Afghanistan, my delegation hopes that the Secretary-General's 

five-point plan of May 1991 will put an end to the suffering of the Afghan 

people, especially since the agreement has been accepted by all tbe parties 

concerned in that country. We believe the talks that began on the basis of 

that plan should continue with support from the international comity in 

order speedily to reach a final solution to this long-standing problem. In 

that connection, we welcome the joint decision by tbe Soviet Union and the 

Wnited States of America to halt all deliveries of weapons to the parties to 

tbe conflict. That constitutes a decisive step forward that will 

unguestionably help stop the bloodshed. 

The positive decision I have just mentioned reminds us once again of the 

essential role disarmament could play in reducing tension in many parts of the 

world. 
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The armed conflicts witnesred in the Gulf area and the Hiddlo East and 

the persistence of unresolved problems show that peace and security are still 

threatened, and that in searching for a better future today's world must 

consider diaarmament aa one of its main objectives until a real reduction of 

all kinds of arma is achieved. 

Tunisia, which has always striven to make the Mediterranean a lake of 

peace and cooperation, notes with interest the efforts made here to achieve 

diaarmament in the Middle East. We hope that such efforts will be carried out 

in a spirit of justice, and that they will cover all countries of the region 

and all types of armaments, in order to avoid aggravating the present 

imbalance, and will thus contribute to the ongoing disarmament process which 

has started to achieve some encouraging succesaea in other parts of the 

world. Indeed, we have witnessed a number of positive steps taken in that 

direction in the span of one year. 

We welcome the important decision announced by President Bush on 

27 September on reducing various types of short-range nuclear weapons and 

other weapons currently deployed on land, at sea and in the air. We hope that 

this decision will be followed by similar measures by the other nuclear 

Powers. Moreover, multilateral negotiations on chemical weapons are about to 

be concluded, and a number of countries have expressed their readiness to 

become parties to the Non-Proliferation Treaty on nuclear weapons. 

We also note with satisfaction positive signs in the reduction of defence 

budgets in favour of development and the environment, as well as the 

destruction of some existing weapons and the setting up of an effective 

mechanism for monitoring and on-the-spot inspection. 
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While these dovelopmsnts are undoubtedly poaitivo, wa muat all recognixe 

that the gap between resources spent on armaments and those used for 

development is still extremely wide and that the existence of huge arsenals 

all over the world remains a cause of deep concern. That is why we find it 

useful to coneidsr the proposal for establishing, under the authority of the 

United Nations, a system for control of the proliferation, production and 

transfer of all types of weapons. 

The establishment of world peace, as well aa the strengthening of peace, 

security and stability the world over, is certainly a necessary condition for 

the progress and prosperity of mankind. But in our view this would not be 

enough. There must also be real cooperation between countrie8, especially at 

the regjonal level. Tunisia has been in the forefront of those contributing 

to this by helping establish the Arab Maghreb Union and ensuring its joint 

progress towards the attainment of our development expectations. 

The last session of the Presidential Council, consistinq of Heads of 

State of members of the Union, which took place in Casablanca, offered our 

five countries the opportunity to reaffirm their determination to pursue their 

integration efforts in all fields. The main outcome of the session was the 

establishment of the institutions of the Union as well as the adoption of a 

number of important decisions which will undoubtedly contribute to the 

promotion of cooperation between members of the Union and their neighbours. 

Since its inception, the Arab Maghreb Union has given high priority to 

dialogue with the European Economic Community as a whole and with the four 

European countries situated on the western shore of the Mediterranean. Our 

objective in doing so is to establish a new form of relations between Europe 

and the Maghreb which will contribute to the strengthening of peace, security 
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and cooperation in the Mediterranean area as a whole. Tunisia, which will 

host the summit of the group of nine western Mediterranean countries, 

scheduled for early next year, is committed to pursue, along vitb its partners 

in the Mhghreb and Europe, its efforts to ensure the success of this promising 

dialogue and to contribute to the promotion of North-South cooperation. 

Tunisia, which has always wanted to strengthen the Arab role on the 

international scene, was honoured to host the Arab League for more than 

10 years, during which it put at its disposal all possible facilities, 

allowing it to strengthen its institutions, improve its procedures and 

efficiency and gain more international credibility. The same sense of 

responsibility made us respond to the wish of the Arab world - expressed at a 

time when Arab and world conditions were going through a difficult period - to 

relocate the League's headquarters from Tunis to Cairo. 

Today we cannot but express our satisfaction that this great Arab 

institution was able - thanks to the collective will of Arab leadership - to 

overcome the effects of the painful Gulf crisis. Tunisia is working hard to 

resume Arab collective efforts based on confidence, mutual respect and 

brotherly cooperation, to further the cause of peace, security and stability 

in the Arab world and the world at large. 

The Gulf crisis, with its effects on the Muslim Umma, showed that this 

group of countries is able to stand up and preserve its unity, thanks to the 

real political will of Muslim leaders and the hard work done by the 

Secretary-General of the Organization of the Islamic Conference, efforts which 

he is continuing in order to build new confidence and open up real 

possibilities for a new start in collective Muslim action. We hope that the 

coming summit of Muslim countries in Dakar will offer an opportunity for 
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reconciliation and give further impetus to relations between Muslim countries 

in this important phase cf international relations. 

Tunisia views with satisfaction 'he progress mad6 in Africa in seeking 

aolutions to bilateral conflicts, which have been a source of concern to us 

all. These problems include the question of Western Sahara, which we follow 

with special attention because of its bsarinq on security in the Maghreb 

region and on the future of the Arab Maqhreb Union. We are optimistic that a 

settlement to this problem will be found. Such a settlement will strengthen 

peace and security in our region and promote cooperation and complementarity 

between nations in the Maqhreb. 

As for South Africa, Tunisia, like all other countries, welcomes the 

abrogation of the apartheid laws. This important development could not have 

taken place without the international pressure and the economic boycott 

measures taken against Pretoria, Powever, it is even more important that this 

step should be crystallised and made effective in such a way that it becomes 

felt in everyday life, especially on the politlzml level. 

We take pride in the launching of the African. Economic Community at the 

last African Summit held in Abuja. 
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Uo ate hopeful that thir new and all-embracing framework of South-South 

cooperation would make it possible for African countries to achieve economic 

integration in the interort of all ollr peopler. Thir would also contribute to 

conrolidating the foundationa of justice, rolidarity and equality, the two 

pillar8 upon which the new iaternatfonal order murt rest. 

Tunisia, which deeply believes in the importance of international 

cooperation, ir convinced that the rtrengthening of the role of the United 

Nation8 in the international arena requires a parallel rtrengthing of its role 

in promoting multilateral economic cooperation. In today’s increasingly 

interdependent world the United Nations must effectively participate in 

promoting comprehensive and equitable development. The Organisation must also 

intensify constructive consultation on such important matters as customs 

barrierrr. inclebtednesrr, the negative transfer of resources and the 

restrictions imposed on free trade among nations. 

In this connection, we believe that the present tendency of solving 

economic problems on a bilateral basis must not take precedence over the 

multilateral approach. In this context, Tunisia welcomes the conunitment 

recently made in London by the group of the seven most-industrialixed 

countries to promote the establishment of a world order in which development 

will be a responsibility shared by all countries of the world. 

While chabges that are taking place in Eastern and Central Europe have 

led to the crumbling of the walls and the eradication of obstacles between 

East and West, they have also thrown into bold relief the differences that 

exist between rich, industrislixed countries, on the one hand, and the 

impoverished develop .ng world, on the other. It would be regrettable indeed 

were the attention of the international community to be focused solely on the 
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buildlog of bridger of cooperation between East and West. Developing 

countries, in 9eaera1, and the countries of Africa, in particular, are well 

aware of the importance of the changes now taking place in the world economic 

situation and are fully conscious of their national responsibilities in this 

context. That ia why Tunisia has taken it upon itself, since 7 November 1987. 

to enhance its credibility vir-k-vi9 its trading partners, through a series of 

mea8ures aimed at readjusting its economic and social life. This is an 

objective we are determined to achieve through the optimum utilization of our 

disposable resources. Despite the reduction in our external financial 

resourcem and the adverse effects of the Gulf crisis, Tunisia is working hard 

to mobilire all its resources to enhance its economic capabilities. In 50 

doing, it is trying to involve all sectors of society in the development 

procerr , with a view to promoting technological progress and the creation of 

job opportunities. However. we feel that the results of those endeavours, 

despite all our sacrifice, are still not fully satisfactory owing to the 

adverse impact of the world economic environment. Still, our confidence in 

the efficacy of international cooperation will remain as strong as ever. 

Five years ago developing countries felt encouraged when the multilateral 

trade negotiations were launched in Punta de1 Este with the adoption of the 

ministerial declaration the Uruguay Round. Indeed, we expected the Round to 

contribute positively towards putting an end to protectionist tendencies and 

allowing developing countries to play s more effective role in world trade in 

a way that would respond to their present and future development needs. We 

continue to hope that the trade negotiations will lead to concrete, equitable 

and useful results for both developed and developing countries, for we believe 
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that the promotion of multilateral cooperation and rearaurance of economic 

partners throughout the world with regard to the roundness of world trade are 

essential and urgent tasks that must be performed if we are to easure a stable 

and larger flow of world trade. 

The forthcoming eighth meeting of the United Rations Conference on Trade 

and Development (UNCTAD) could, we believe, contribute to attaining some of 

our common goals, given the necessary political will. Indeed, URCTAD offers a 

suitable framework for strengthening world trade in a way that would improve 

its effectiveness and make it more equitable by allowing developing countries 

to play a greater role in the decision-making process and to enhance their 

involvement in world trade. We believe that the restructuring trends we can 

now observe in Eastern and Central Europe promise the dawning of a sew era of 

cooperation between East and West and, at the same time, between Rorth and 

South. 

The current profound world changes that are taking place on the 

political, economic and technological levels demand the adoption of a new 

outlook and an approach based on a comprehensive treatment of variour world 

problems. He must adopt a dialogue based on solidarity and mutual respect as 

our common rule. That in turn means that all countries must be given equal 

opportunities, without discrimination or exclusivity. 

President Zinc El Abidine Ben Ali has called from this very rostrum for 

the adoption of a pact for peace and development in the world, one that would 

give concrete form to the principle of effective solidarity between developing 

and developed countries. While reiterating that proposal, we reaffirm our 

belief that the United Nations, as the most appropriate forum for dialogue and 

consultations on the international level, is the best setting for the 

consideration of this issue. 
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Tuairia, which looko forward to the attainment of that far-reach’ 19 

objective, continue8 for itr part, and in the frmowork of ita own geographic 

environment, to work toward8 that goal. It im in thir context that YO rook 

the adoption of a progranmne of cooperation and uaderrt@nding in the 

Mediterranean baria on the barir of whnt wo call “co-dovolopment”. In our 

view, thie ie the best way to promote progrerr and security on both rhorem of 

the Mediterranean and the meam of narrowing the economic and technological 

gapa that exirt between the Mediterranean countrio through the adoption of II 

rosoluto policy involving problem-idoatification and the finding of the means 

capable of dealing with much problomr collectively. Uo believe that t.hir 

formula, which can be adopted in other part8 of the world aa well, cannot be 

put into effect unless it is accompanied by a number of parallel meaaurea 

that, in our view, should focus on three baric ieeue~, namely, indebtedness, 

emigration and environment. 

The debt problem which obstructs development, has been seriously 

aggravated a8 a result of the deviation of the flow of external reaourcea. I 

would emphaoire here the danger inherent in these factora for the political 

and social stability of developing countries. We call upon the int.ernational 

community to give serious consideration to the Craxi report, which contains 

proposals that, we believe, properly express the concerna of our countries in 

thia respect. 
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Wo would certainly bm gtatifiod if much propomalr ware to bo accoptod and 

implemented. If that worm to be doam, the intoraationsl comnuaity will have 

removed a reriour obrtacle that obrtructr the dmvalopiag countries’ efforta to 

resume their dovolopment and progress. 

This session is also called upon to am8eaa tho implementation of 

reeolution 214145, pertaining to the isruo of debt and dovolopmoat. In this 

connection, it aould bo appropriate for urn to oxmine all ways and man8 of 

avoiding the exclusion cf any group of developing couatrier from the benefits 

of debt relief meamuree, especially the medium-iacome group of couatrier. Ia 

this regard, allow me to erprerr agaia my sincere hope that all our partners 

will find it possible to give effect to the idea of recycling developia9 

countries’ debt6 into certain agreed development projectr. This ir an idea 

that har already begun to be implemanted. 

Our Organisation and its specialized agencimu have tima and again 

stressed maa’ right to live in a proper environment free from any kind of 

pollution. This leads Tunisia to give particular importance to anvironment 

protection and preservation at both the national and the regional levels. We 

believe that this is an issue that must be given special priority in any 

serious vision of the new world order. We do hope that the forthcoming Unitod 

Nations Conference on Environment and Devsloprrent in 1992 in Brazil will be 

successful in formulating a plan which the world must put into effect to 

protect future generations from the dangers of tampering with the delicate 

natural balances and over-utilization of our finite resources. 

We are today at the threshold of a new world order whose shape and 

objectives we must all help define. Tunisia hopes to bring its contribution, 

through its continuous efforts to consolidate world peace and international 
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cooperation and through its modort inputs in the roarch for rolutlonr to 

cutroat probloma. Lmt w l mphasi8e once again that development, recurity and 

peace are dependent on dialogue and consultation at the international level. 

This will require from all of UII strict adherence to the United Nations 

Chartor and wholehearted comnltment to its goals and objectives. What is at 

stake today ir the very future of mankind. That future can be enrured only 

through real solidarity. 

This conviction leads Tunisia to nurture the hope that the United Nations 

will focus most firmly on development problems, thus allowing all nations to 

jotn efforta for the co-n purpose of achieving everlasting peace and 

recurity for all, these being the baris for any human progress. 

I thank you for your kind attention, and I present to you again my 

greetings and those of my country, Tunisia. 

m. -W (Viet Nam) (interpretation from French): Sir, the 

delegation of Viet Nam wishes to congratulate you upon your election to the 

presidency of the United Nations General Assembly at its forty-sixth session, 

We are confident that uuder your guidance the current session will 

successfully discharge its eminent duty. 

I should like on this same occasion to convey our very high appreciation 

for the vast efforts exerted by the Secretary-General of our Organisation, 

Mr. Peres de Cuellar, on behalf of peace and cooperation among nations. Such 

achievements assume even more significance in view of the powerful and complex 

changes the world is undergoing. 

We extend warm greetings to the delegations of the new Member States that 

have joined us this year, namely, the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, 

the Republic of Korea, the Federated States of Micronesia, the Republic of the 
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Msrshall Islsndr, the Republic of Estonia, the Republic of Latvia and the 

Republic of Lithuania. It ia with particular pleasure thst we welcome the 

prosonce ia our midst of the delogatioa of the Buptens National Council of 

Cambodia, repromeatia9 Cambodia and its poop10 and lad by 

R.R.R. Priaco Rorodon 8ihaaouk. 

Wo are liviag through the early yoarr of the last docado of the tweatiath 

century, which are witaomring the most powerful and far-reaching developments 

riaco the 8ecoad World War. The world at present offers an overall picture of 

serious contradictions. On the one hand, mankind is enjoying the fruits of 

the tremendous advances in the contemporary acieatific and technical 

revolutioart on the other, hundreds of millions of human beings in developing 

countries are being crushed by poverty sad squalour. 

?ollowia9 xwen or eiyht years of recovery, the world economy is now 

confronted with the possibility of a new recession. International economic 

relations are chatacterired by a certain degree of confusion. Regional 

conflicts are being successively settled through peaceful negotiations: there 

is a growing tread towards international cooperation in peaceful coexistence 

for the sake of development; and new progress continues to be made towards the 

reduction of nuclear weapons3 nevertheless, the nightmare of war still haunts 

humanity. The Gulf war has hardly come to a close. leaving in its wake a host 

of ensuing problems to be solved in the Middle East, when the seeds of other 

conflicts continue to grow or are starting to grarr in various parts of the 

world. 

In e world in full-scale transition, where the basic factors underlying 

the international order of the past 45 years have radically changed, a new 

international order is bound to take shape. This is a reality with whcch 
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every member of the world commuaity, especially among developing countries, is 

concerned* inasmuch as it will strongly affect the vital. interests of each 

nation-State on our globe as well as the future of the development of the 

wbols of mankind. Some will raise the possibility of a u&polar world, while 

others evoke the prospect of a multipolar world. It can, however, be readily 

asserted that the primary imperative of nations is to preserve peace and 

national independence and to promote cooperation towards development. !k%e 

peoples of the world are moved by a most intense desire for peace, cooperation 

and development. 
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It ir our view that in the shapinq of the now world ordot such a leqitinato 

will and dmsiro cannot bo ignored and that it is indirpansable to take into 

account the forceful rosolvm of aach Stato, larpo or mmall, to dofond its 

right to bm mastor of its own national destiny and to participate on an equal 

footing in coma world affairr and in tho major issums within its own 

roqion. The world nmods a more just and manor nmw intmrnational order. A 

dofinitivm l d nurt bm put to all forms of hegemony, of military, political or 

economic intervention or coercion by large countries aqainst smallor ones, by 

the ninorit;p at the l xpmnso of the majority. Nation8 noed to coopotato freely 

on an equal footing and to mutual advantage for the common cause of peace and 

dovmlopmmnt. 

One of the major concorns of the intornatiooal comwnity is the 

imperative rimed for economic dovolopment. The fierce economic and scientific 

and technological race that is taking place around the world is widening the 

q&p between developed industrial nation8 and davslopinq countries. The latter 

arm still battling with a smrios of detrimental factors: the dwindling flow 

of resources from developed industrial countriest the increasingly heavier 

foreign debt burden1 the strengthening of protectionist barrier8 by some 

industrial countriesr the decline in primary conmnodity pricest the lack of 

encouragement for the efforts of developing countries to promote South-South 

or regional cooperation. As a result, the economies of these countries are 

steadily deteriorating, with a very negative impact on the whole of the world 

economy and on international economic relations. Meanwhile, the Uruguay Round 

and the Group of Seven mesting have failed to bring about any positive change 

in the international economic order, which remains unfair. Together with the 

other developing countries, we call on the developed industrial nations to put 
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a rapid end to the policy of economic blockade and pressure. to renounce 

-equal economic relations and to create an international economic environment 

that is favourable to third world development. The United Nations ought to 

adopt even more active and effective measures to help developing countries 

overcome these difficulties, so aa to achieve the economic aims of the 

International Development Strategy for the United nations Fourth Development 

Decade (1991-2000). 

Given the shift in the bipolar alignment of political and military forces 

across the world, multilateralism assumes an even more enhanced position than 

before. The Unnited Nations, tbe largest international organization 

encompassing the near totality of the States of the world, will become the 

ideal place for countries to carry out their policy of broadened and 

diversified relations and to build for themselves as well as for their 

respective regions a political balance that is both flexible and durable. 

During the forty-fifth session of the United Nations General Assembly last 

year a sizeable number of delegations spoke of a revitalized Uaited Nations 

now in a position to effectively discbarqe its q issioa under the Charter and 

thereby to rid itself of the powerlessness and pessimism that used to mar its 

image at the time of its fortieth anaiversaq in 1985. United Nations 

activities and contributions over the past year have, honever, demonstrated 

both the possibilities and the limits of the role it can play in the 

settlement of regional conflicts and crises. 

A reform of the United Nations is aecessary if it is to adapt to tha new 

world circumstances and to live up to the ezpectations of the larger number of 

its Member States as underlined by Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar 

in his annual report on the work of the Organization, where he ezpresses 
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"the hope that the unity of the permanent members of the Security Council 

will be complemented by a balanced constitutional relationship within and 

between the various principal organs** (A/46/1. D. 24) 

and says that two years ago, in his annual report in 1969, he had stressed that 

“agreement among the permanent members must carry with it the willing 

support of a majority of nations if it is to facilitate movement towards 

a better and a saner world. Events since then have lent emphasis to that 

observation." (ibid.) 

We share the viewpoint of meny countries which think that the United 

Nations mechanism should be further improved as far as the structure and the 

functioning of the General Assembly, the Security Council and the Secretariat 

as well as a more balanced interrelationship among these organs are 

concerned. This would allow the United Nations to become an efficient 

instrument in the settlement of international problems and in particular to 

provide encouragement for and support to interested parties and regions in the 

solution of existing crises and in the prevention of new crises on the basis 

of respect for the independence and sovereignty of nations and for the Charter 

of the Organization. In view of the changing world there can be no reason why 

the United Nations should be considered an immutable institution. We are of 

the opinion that today all Members of our vast Organisation share a common 

wish to promote the role and effectiveness of the United Nations but still 

differ on the scope of the reforms needed to increase democracy within the 

Organization and the ways and means of carrying them out. The developing 

countries, and essentially the non-aligned nations, believe that 

"The Movement of Non-Aligned Countries , which represents the majority of 

States and peoples of the world , must play a more important and more 
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concrete role in the restructuring of the new international system if the 

latter is to be legitimate and acceptable." (Accra Declaration) 

In our view the United Nations should be able to readjust itself 

according to the general world trend so as to become a more dynamic and 

representative world body. 

In our nation's endeavour to achieve peace, development, democracy and 

social progress, the year 1991 assumes very great significance. On the 

strength of a positive balance-sheet in the main fields after a few years of 

implementation, Viet Nam has reasserted the necessary and irreversible nature 

of its policy of all-round reform and renewal charted since 1986 with a view 

to focusing on the solution of pressing economic and social problems and 

maintaining political stability while rearranging the various spheres of 

social life in consonance with Viet Nam's characteristics. Such reassertion 

acquires even greater practical and realistic significance in the new world 

conjuncture and constitutes a pressing, not to say vital, objective 

requirement for our people. 

The phasing out of the bipolar world is entailing for all countries the 

need to diversify their political and economic relations so as to be able to 

take advantage of all existing opportunities and possibilities to serve the 

cause of the nation and at the same time to wrest for themselves a new 

position of flexible as well as durable balance that constantly allows for 

self-readjustment according to the evolution of the whole. 
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IL the balancod diverritication of l rternal rolationr reprereatm an 

ovrrall objoctivo trand in the sow conjuncture, in the cam of Viet mm, a 

developlog country still battling with countloss difficultier, thim 

csnrtitutom a crucial priority in its currant foreign policy which should 

l Dab10 it to IOW out of the crisis and rosolutoly to tackle the task of 

dove lopcwot . Viet lam's foreign policy sine at pronoting cooperation on an 

equal footing for the mutual benefit with all countries, regardleer of their 

socio-rcoaomic ryntonr and OD the bamir of the principle8 of peaceful 

cos8irtaace. yron this foalrum, Viet NMI once again solemnly declares its 

intention to extend the hand of friendship to all countries in the 

interD8tiOD81 COnMWnity and it8 COIRTIitAWtnt t0 work for peace, national 

indepeDdencs and development. 

Tha interertr of Viet Isa, as a developing country in South-East Asia, 

are closely link.6 to those of the region. With the purpose of shaping for 

itself aD international eaviroanent favourable to peace and development and of 

putting it8 OpOD-dOOr policy aDd the diversification of its relations of 

international cooperation into practice in an effective way, Viet Nam pays 

particular attention to the constant improvement of its relations of 

friendship aDd cooperation with regional and neighbouring countries and to 

making a positive contribution to the cause of a stable, friendly and 

cooperative South-East Asia. 

We are highly gratified to see the recent positive developments in 

South-East Asia and, in particular, the prospect of a peaceful settlement of 

the Cambodian question in a spirit of national reconciliation among 

Cambodians. The attendance of the delegation of the Supreme National Council 

of Cambodia for the first time at a session of the United Nations General 
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Amembly, and tho aqreementr reached anon9 the Cambodian partie at the recent 

meetiaqr of tho Supreme #ations Council on tho iotarnal aspects of a 8olutioo 

to the Cambodian quertion are new and important rtepr in the procorr of 

rwtorinq pesce in Cambodia that mako the roconvoninq of the Paris 

International Conference on Cambodia posrible. Thea0 rerultr are eloquent 

testimony to the fact that Cambodiane are fully able to remolve mattera 

pertaining to their sovereignty in a l pirit of national reconciliation with 

the support and cooperation of countrier concerned and of the United Nations. 

Vist Neat reiterates its principled position whereby it will respect any 

decision of the Supreme National Council of Cambodia on all questions 

pertaining to Cambodian sovereignty. A8 for itself, after its unilateral 

withdrawal of all its forces from Cambodia since late in 1989 in the absence 

of a peaceful settlement, Viet Nam is ready to join effort8 with partiem 

concerned in order to reach a comprehensive, fair and reasonable political 

solution for the Cambodian question based on respect for the Cambodian 

people’s sovereignty and right to self-determination and on respect for the 

Charter of the United Nations, thereby allowing Cambodia to become a peaceful, 

independent and neutral country that will contribute to peace, stability and 

development in South-East Asia and in the world. 

Against the background of a forthcoming solution to the Cambodian 

problem, of the notable improvement in relations between Viet Nam and the 

countries of the Association of South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN) and of the 

evolution of the normalisation process between Viet Ham and China in a 

direction favourable to regional peace and stability, Viet Nam believes that 

the countries of South-East Asia now have a better opportunity than ever to 

build together a region of peace, stability, cooperation and development after 

several decades of conflict and confrontation. 
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The compounded impact of the trend towards unification of the world 

market, of the speed and force of the scientific and technological revolution, 

of the movement towards regional integration in several parts of the world ana 

of the perspective of changes in the military presence and the involvement in 

this region of various Powers makes it necessary to "re-think" South-East Asia 

through a new approach, new avenues and within a new context, and for 

countries in the region not only to support one another in the cormson 

endeavour of socio-economic development, but also to consult with one another 

with a view to finding appropriate ways ana means for the establishment of a 

new regional security - all-round security, of which economic development is 

the primary component. On 10 September, the Minister of Foreign Affairs of 

Viet Nam addressed to the secretariat, the Chairman of the Standing Committee 

and the Foreign Ministers of ASEAW an official request for accession to the 

1976 Bali Treaty, wherein Viet Nam expressed its desire to strengthen 

relations of amity, good-neighbourliness and mutually beneficial cooperation 

with ASEAN countries so as to build a South-East Asia of peace, stability, 

friendship and cooperation and thus to make a contribution to the cause of 

peace and development in the world. 

Guided by our position of renewal in foreign policy, we are constantly 

aware of the need to promote regional cooperation as an indispensable premise 

in the implementation of our policy of expanding our relations of 

international cooperation and of consolidating the relations we have had up to 

now with friendly countries and with non-aligned countries, together with the 

need to broaden cooperation on an equal footing and on the basis of mutual 

benefit with other countries in Asia and the Pacific, in Western Europe and 

Scandinavia, and to promote the normalization of relations with the United 

States. 
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Proceeding fram our evaluation of initial results in our policy of reform 

and renewal, of our country’s rich potential in natural resources and 

manpower, of the development trend of our times and of our people's 

aspirations. Viet Nam has set for its strategy of socio-economic development 

to the year 2000 the following objectives: to move out of the crisis, 

stabiline the socio-economic situation, strive to take Viet Nam out of its 

state of poverty and underdevelopment, improve the people's conditions of 

life, consolidate our defence and security and pave the way for our country to 

be able to develop faster in the beginning of the twenty-first century. We 

are convinced that, given our will and determination and with the cooperation 

of the international community, we shall be able to reach that objective and, 

as an active Member of the United Nations, to contribute increasingly to the 

common cause of peace and development. 

Mr. AL-KEATKR (Qatar:) (interpretation from Arabic): Sir, at the 

outset I take pleasure in congratulating you on your election to the 

presidency of the forty-sixth session of the United Nations General Assembly. 

This election is a token of appreciation both to your person and to the 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia which is a founding Member of this world Organisation 

and continued to be a fervent supporter of its objectives. The role that the 

Kingdom plays in the area of Arab and Islamic affairs, being the host country 

to the Secretariat of the Islamic Conference Organisation and the SecreL.iat 

of the Gulf Cooperation Council, are indications of the significance of your 

having been elected to the presidency of the current session of the General 

Assembly. We are confident that your leadership of this session will 



effsctivePy contribute to the tealPaation of the goals to which the 

irmtetnational community is looking foxward.* 

* Mr. Al-Kbussaiby (Oman), Vice-President, took the Chair. 
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I take pleasure, too, in commending Mr. Guido de Marco. the President of 

the forty-fifth session, for the efficient manner. the capability and wisdom 

with which he conducted the affairs of that session. 

I should also like to express our appreciation and thanks to the 

Secretary-General, Mr. Javier Peres de Cuellar, for his unstinting efforts to 

achieve peace, security and the well-being of all the peoples of the world 

under difficult international conditions. 

It is only fair to record here that the Secretary-General has striven 

earnestly to restore to the Organisation its credibility and effectiveness in 

its role as the guarantor of international peace and security. 

Wy delegation welcomes the admission to membership of the Organisation of 

the Republic of Korea, the Democratic People's Republic of Korea, the 

Federated States of Micronesia, the Marshall Islands, Lithuania, Estonia and 

Latvia. We hope that tbeir accession to the membership of the United Nations 

will contribute to enhancing the effectiveness of the world body. 

The work of the forty-sixth session of the General Assembly is being 

conducted in a new international climate in which the credibility of the 

United Nations in dealing with crises and conflicts which threaten peace and 

security has been enhanced. This in turn has led to confirming the faith of 

the peoples of the world in the importance of the world body and the 

effectiveness of its role in presetvia- the peace and security of the world. 

This development was particularly evident during the Gulf crisis, in 

which the world Organisation undertook the most decisive role, which resulted 

in reversing aggression and returning legitimacy to the sister State of Kuwait 

under the relevant Security Council resolutions. 

The fact that the permanent Members of the Security Council acted 

unanimously to reverse aggression restored to the Council the fullness of its 
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authority in preserving wo1'1d peace and rocurity. Thir dovoloprmnt proregoe a 

new era In internettoael relation8 and a continumd l ffoctivo tolm for thm 

Security Council, thanks to the concord between the 9te8t Pormrm. 

The ;esponmibility for removing the remaining hotbmdr of tmnrion and 

conflict in the many parts of the world im that of tha Smcurity Council. It 

is highly desirable that the Council should perrevere l lon9 the linm8 of it8 

action in remponqe to the Gulf war and roeolve with the l eme poeitivm approach 

the remaining international problems, foremost among which ia thet of 

Palestine end the Arab-Irraeli conflict which hae continued for far too lon9 

and which can be settled fairly and justly through the application of the 

principle8 of the Charter and the relevant reeolutionc, in perticuler 8ecurity 

Council ramolutione 242 (19671 and 336 (1973). ku far e8 wm aro concerned, 

the Pelastinian cauee im at the forefront of our preoccupatioae. Thie problem 

cannot be resolved without recognition of the right of the PaloetinieD people 

to self-determination. Similarly, the Security Council im callmd upon to 

implement its resolution 425 (19781, which called upon Irraml to withdraw its 

forces from ail Lebanese territory. 

We are fu!.l-r confii?cnt that the Security Council has every intention of 

fully implementing all its resolutions with regard to the Middle Cast 

conflict., the Gulf conflict and other problems of the world in the same 

dsts:n:ined sl,!rit which characterized the implementation of its resolutions on 

the Iraqi act of aggreajion against the State of Kuwait. 

The events ~>f AuguGt of Zitst year confronted the Arab States of the Gulf 

region with their collective responsibility to preserve peace there eDd to 

ensure their territorial integrity. Those States have determined unanimously 

to work out, in pasticipation with some other Arab and friendly ncItion8, 
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rocurity arrangements that would enmuto the non-rocurronco OF what happonod 

lamt year. 

My country welcomer the rerious and untiring efforts of the United States 

of America to rrbch a remolution of the Arab-Imraeli conflict. We conmend the 

joint call of the United Water and the Soviet Union to convene a peace 

conferonce on the Middle East. We look forward to the convoaing of that 

Lonference on time and to itm muccomm in ertablishing in the region a rtable 

peace based on justice and equal treatment. Only thum can the pooplem of the 

region live in peace and etriue torardm the realisation OF the hopem of 

development, progresr and well-being, which they all rhare. 

The remarkable recent developmentm on the world mcene have resulted in 

radical changem in international relation8 and are truly among the most 

important developments we have witnessed in modern himtory. For the first 

time since the end of the Second World War, the nations of the world have 

realised that they rhare the aam0 demtiny and that the concept of collective 

security is indivisible and requires adequate common security mechanisms to 

deal with the political, economic and social problems which still confront our 

world. 

The peopies of the world look forward to the formulation of a new world 

order that brings peace to the world on the basis of the rules of 

international law and the principles of justice, equality, cooperation, 

tolerance and fraternal relations. However, the new world order must avoid 

the negative aspects of the old order, which resulted in the formation of 

competing blocs and in polarization and which impeded international action in 

the fight against poverty, hunger, ignorance and Cisease in many pcrcs of the 

world. 
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The framwork of the now world order murt also includo iatotaetioaal 

cooperation in trade, ia ocodomic developmeat, in diratnameat, in d~hliag with 

the problrm of third-world iadebtodaomr, in the praservatioa of the 

enviroamoat and in the rorolution of racial ptoblomr. hr the now world ordmr 

it intended to gavern all politicsl, economic of social iateraatioaal 

relstionl, all the aatioar of th@ world have to participeto on an equal 

footing in itr formulation, BO that it will bo a truly univoTaa1, just and 

fair order. 

However , in thm dswa of thie new ora of d6tmt, in iateraatioasl 

relations, we must recogairs the fact that there are rtill intractable 

regional dirputsr which may not thrmstea international pasco and recurity but 

are nevertheless obstacles on the road to the peace which all the world’s 

people shculd enjoy in this port-cold-war era, 

My country strongly encourages and appreciates the effort6 of the United 

Nations and its Secretary-General in reaching solution8 to these persistent 

regional disputea. 

The international conununity still faces an ongoing armr race, compounded 

by the proliferation of chemical and biological weapons in an increasing 

number of countries. 

In my country's view, the proliferation of chemical and biological 

weapons poses a danger that is in no way less than the danger posed by nuclear 

weapons. We therefore call upon the international community to reach 

agreement on the prevention of the manufacture, possession and proliferation 

of chemical and biological weapons, Speaking of the danger posed by those 

weapons leads us to the topic of general disarmament. My country wishes to 

voice its satisfaction at the progress achieved in the area of disarmament, 

including conventional weapons. 
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were wo murt comnd the recent initiative of Preeidont Burh aimed at 

effecting major toductionr in nuclemr arms. Uo hop thst other nuclear powers 

will follow ruit and l mulnte the United Btater. 

The poritive dovelopment8 wo are now witnemring in internationsl 

relations will enhance the colloctivo l ffottr being mado in the aroa of 

economic and social development. There is undoubtedly a cloeo link between 

the rater of economic growth and disarmament. Any progronr towards 

disarmament will croato poaitivo opportunities for sccolerating the procesx of 

economic devslopm~nt. 

The problem of external debts which have overburdened the developing 

nationa hair impeded the progresr of those countries towards achieving the goal 

of a better life for their peoples. This problem, am well as that of the 

terms of trade and the problem of transfer of technology to developing 

countries must be dealt with so that such problems may no longer obstruct end 

frustrate development efforts in the developing countries. 

The problems of environmental pollution are a source of great concern to 

my country. We look forward to the convening of the UnitoJ Nations Conference 

on Development and Environment to be held in Brazil next year. My country is 

all the more concerned because the Gulf war has aggravated the problems of the 

environment in our region due to the setting on fire of the oil wells, the 

resultant pollution of air and water and the threat to marine biology in the 

whole area of the Gulf. Similarly. the dumping of dangerous wastes and toxic 

materials in the developing countries has negative implications for the 

efforts of those countries in the areas of environment preservation and 

economic development. 

We view with great satisfaction the .international corrununity’s interest in 

social problems. My delegation is very much concerned at the increase in drug 
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abuso by young pooplo. Uo l upport all international offortr aimed at fighting 

drug aburo and hope that thorn l ffortr will load to positive rorultr. 

tart yoar’r unfolding of eventr auqured ~011 for a now epoch in 

internstional relationr. It behoves the international cormunity to rei8e the 

opportunity of ~ to grapple effectively with the numerous) challenger 

pored by ignorance, poverty, backwardness and the deterioration of the 

environment. Then, and only then, will the lofty principles of justice, 

freedom and the equality of nationr prevail and true peace and security for 

all the peopleo of the world finally achieved. 

Tm (interpretation from Arabic): We have heard the last 

speaker in the general debate for this meeting. 

I shall now call on those representatives who wish to speak in exercise 

of the right of reply. 

May I remind members that, in accordance with General Assembly decision 

341401, statements in exercise of the right of reply are limited to 10 minutes 

for the firrt intervention and to five minutes for the second, and should be 

made by delegations from their seats. 

Mr. CGRDOVU (Ecuador) (interpretation from Spanish): In this lofty 

world body and in the regional forums that have dealt with the question, 

Ecuador has alway expressed its abiding commitment to peace and it8 constant 

desire to overcome the problems between Ecuador and Peru. In ao doing, 

Ecuador has been faithful to the yearnings for peace on which relations 

between Statea are based and must be based and has sought to contribute to the 

climate of trust and cooperation which is the key to Latin American 

integration. 
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Rogardiag the rtatomont nmdo by Mr. Torra8 y  Torte8 tara, tho torofgn 

Hinimter of Peru, lot me firrt rofor brlofly to the l pioodo which, rinco lart 

Augurt, ham lad to tonrionr botwoea the two couatrior in an nroa where Ecuador 

and Peru have had different intorprmtntionr of a ruling on the de facto line 

mentioned in the 1942 Rio de Janeiro Protocol. 

The two Government8 faced the problem in a rpirit in keeping with two 

countrie8 determined to maintain their friendly rolationr. Thur we arrived at 

an agreement that would remove tenrionr. The f ir8t phm8m ha8 been 

implementodj but th8re ar8 two other 8tep8 to be taken to 08tabli8h a 8eCurity 

tone. 

Ecuador has eXpre88ed it8 willingners to re8pect that agraement and we 

conrider it unacceptable for Peru to introduce additional irrue8 to those 

included in the agr8ement freely accepted by the two Governmentr. 

Our porition ha8 been clear. The agreement reached by Ecuador and Peru, 

through their ?orsign Minirters, mu8t be allowed to take its course either 

directly between the two countrier or through the good office8 of the four 

countries signatories to the Brasilia Declaration, dated 15 September 1991, 

which have offered their cooperation to help find a solution and, in a context 

of friendship and understanding, thus eliminate existing tensions. 

Public opinion, the political parties and the mass media in Ecuador have 

throughout this episode remained unruffled, in contrast with the bellicose and 

openly hostile statements emanating from Peru. The Government, people, the 

National Congress and the armed forces of Ecuador have acted in a peaceful and 

straightforward manner, secure in the knowledge that reason is on our side. 

I reaffirm here before the United Nations General Assembly Ecuador's 

resolve to comply with the agreement to remove tensions entered into with 

Peru, and I emphasize ths need for the two Governments to follow what it 
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l tipul8tae. To l ttmmpt to introduce other l lemnta end oven got involved in 

throat@ of nilitery l ction againat an Ecuadoriea military poet which for more 

then 15 yoara haa aviated north of the area of tanaiona would iadicata that 

Peru dome not want to comply with the agreement and would try to replace 

dieloguo with the uao of force. Thia would conatituto a clear-cut decision to 

break the poaco. tcuador haa the right to donounce it in thia Orqaniaetion, 

whoa8 basic task ia the proeervation of peace and am #city. 

I mat alao rofmr to the long-•tandiag territorial diapute which ia an 

obstacle to ftieadahip between Ecuador and Peru. It will not disappear just 

becaueo Peru ineiata on denying ita existence. The Torre Taglo yoreign 

Office'8 l tatament today haa been mado a thouaand timer. The Iaternational 

Court of Juatico, with ita full moral and legal authority, hem declared that 

thia diaputm ia a diaagroement on a point of law or of fact, a contradiction 

of legal theory or of interoata. The mete fact that the oxiatoace of a 

litigation ia in dieputa does not prove that the litigation does not exist. 

So long am thia problem exieta, justice and ceaeon will be at stake. 
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Thus Ecuador wishes to reiterate that this dispute should be settled once 

and for all in a peaceful, just. honourable and realistic manner so that the 

two Latin American countries , which have so many links and ties, may find a 

solution in keeping with the legitimate rights and interests of all sides, and 

excluding bitterness and mistrust, as other countries in the region have done, 

thus setting an example. 

Ecuador's position was clearly stated by President Rodrigo Borja just a 

few hours ago from this very rostrum. His statement reflects the Latin 

American position in favour of peace. its faith in the law and in the 

autbority of His Holiness, Pope John Paul II, President Borja suggested that 

we should be in step with the world, a world characterized by unilateral 

disarmament declarations and by unprecedented bilateral and multilateral 

relations, a world in which Jews, Arabs and Palestinians are agreeing to 

consider the ways and means of negotiation - in sum, a world in which all 

obstacles to international coexistence are being removed. 

The Ecuadorian proposal means turning over a new leaf so that, aware of 

the dangers of social instability and the urgent need to protect our 

democracies, we cease wasting efforts and resources, and devote ourselves 

fully to solving the most pressing problems plaguing our societies. 

What we are saying is: let us resolve our differences once and for all 

and, to this end, let us submit all relevant legal instruments and antecedents 

for an objective, authoriaed, binding decision. Then all our arguments will 

serve a purpose, thus providing a useful basis for analysing our differences 

of opinion regarding these antecedents and instruments. 

Let us forgo the kind of rhetoric we have used for the past 59 years and 

open our minds to new approaches for a solution. Let there be an end to only 
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a few politicianr bonefiling from this dispute in their attempt to Croats 

political platforms. May cosunon sense, realism, sobriety and a vision of the 

future more in Looping with our times prevail. 

President Borja’r proposal murt bo understood in its clearly peaceful, 

friendly and constructive approach. It is an appeal to understanding, 

dialogue and concerted action. Hence, I call on Peru onto again 80 that, in a 

constructive spirit and for peace, we may begin the search for a solution to 

our territorial dispute, understanding the mad to overcome our differences 

peacefully in order to initiate an era of harmony that will enable ua to join 

efforts in creating a fruitful relationship between our two countries. 

Mr. Tm (Peru) (interpretation from Spanish): The 

Minister for Toroign Affairs of Ecuador, Mr. Diego Cordovet, has referred to 

various points in the statement we delivered this morning. However, he has 

added a new aspect t he is requesting that Peru comply with the commitment of 

. 
dstsete the two Ministers for Foreign Affairs adopted with a view to resolving 

a specific problem concerning two boundary posts located around 20 kilometre8 

apart. 

Allow me to begin by stating that Peru always complies with its 

commitments. Therefore, I should like the record to reflect that, as always, 

we are prepared to comply with the commitment we have assumed. 

To this should be added - and the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Ecuador 

failed to make this point - that new facts have emerged requiring the parties 

to interpret them so as to ensure the most effective implementation of the 

agreement. Indeed, we had agreed to repair one boundary post - 

Cusumasa-Bumbuisa. However, it could not be found, that is to say, it does 

not physically exist. 
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2 should Ilk. to point out that the only way of Qotoriog thQ erQa in 

which the boundary poet is locatQ& is through tha Ecuadorian l ide. Moreover, 

Ekuadot hae ropQatedly maintainad that such boundary poets QrQ covered by a 

non-Qrietent protocol. Haaco, both facte are proof thst Ecuador does not 

rocoqniea what is iadoed out botdot. 

Thor. IS yet another factI the porforatioa or holo prQSQntSd as thQ site 

of thQ boundary poet doae not correspond to thQ propQr location, which shove 

that thQrQ is, OOCQ again, 8 diff8tQnCQ Of ViQWS. 

Although thQ MinietQr of Lcuador 8tatQd hie country's d~cieion to 

rQ-QStQbliSh thQ boundaty port, thQy do not want to do it with thQ required 

formalitiQ8 or by an action in full COnplianCQ with thQ tQquirQment8 of thQ 

Pi0 QQ JanQiro Protocol. 

If we add to threw facte thQ StetomQnte madQ by thQ MinietQr to the 

mQdi8, denying thy QrietQncQ or validity of thQ Protocol that rQfQt8 to this 

boundary poet, mpaiting or tQplacing thQ poet would 108~ all its legal 

ValuQ. YQetQrday, the President of thQ R~publ~ of tcuador failed to rsfer to 

thQ Rio dQ JSnQirO Protocol, which is thQ legal basis for QStabliShing the 

bordQt. ThQrQ is thus a contradiction on the kuadorian side bQtWQQn the act 

of rcbetoting thQ boundary post and its etatQment8 regarding its 

non-recognition of the Rio de Janeiro Protocol. 

FUrthQtfWrQ, it has bQQn ascertained in rQcQnt reeks that the Ecuadorian 

poet "TQniQDtQ Ottie" would be located within the possible security zone that 

has bQQn considsred by the two Ministers. I f  that is ths case, it would be 

QSeQntial to tQllK)VQ that Post a8 Well, so as to demilitarize the 20x1~ in 

keeping with the agreement adopted by the tvo Minietsrs. 
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Xf the essential point of the agreement was to achieve ana to 

33stablish 8 coafrontation-free zone, the military posts of the two countries 

must be remove& from that zone. 
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The l ocond point made by the loroign Winirtor we8 that the Protocol 

proeonts problamm bacauea the parties are not in agreement. In thie regard, 

we murt point out that those who signed the Rio da Janeiro Protocol, which 

provider a final determination of the border between Peru and Ecuador - in 

other worde, Ecuador, Peru and the guarantor countries - arm the only parties 

that may refer to the document. In thim connection, Ecuador ie the only party 

that appears to dieregard the validity of this legal document. For Peru the 

document is abrolutaly validr for Braril it ie absolutely ValidJ for 

Argentina, Chile and the United Stater, ae guarantor countries, it is 

abeolutoly valid. It appears that Ecuador - unilaterally, in opposition to 

the other five countriam - wants the option to judge whether or not the 

document is valid. Recently - on 15 September 1991 - the guarantor countries 

made a rtatomant calling upon Ecuador and Peru to continue along the lines of 

the Rio Protocol. 

Problems cannot be allowed to arise because one party unilaterally 

aeoumee the option to decide that a document is null and void or simply does 

not exist. HOIWO, the Rio de Janeiro Protocol is fully valid legally and 

cannot be made null and void simply because one of the parties says so. 

The Foreign Minister of Ecuador says that he has faith in the law, but he 

forgets that faith in the law is based on compliance with agreements that have 

been entered into. Ecuador signed the Rio de Janeiro Protocol, its Congress 

adopted the Protocol, and its representatives ratified the act. All of this 

must be said. 

Another thing: in accordance with the Protocol, 95 per cent of the 

border - almost 600,000 kilometres - was demarcated. For eight full years 

implementation of the Protocol did not present any problem. Every marker was 
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put in it8 propor location, under the sigaaturem of Peru and Bcuadot. 

Horevs r , whoa only 5 per coat of the border remained to ba dmrarcatod, 

cornnents were made. The only valid observations that could be made would be 

comnents by Peru agaiast tcuador for ita failure to live up to it8 conmnitmeats 

end delaying the placing of the markers for the last 5 ?or cent. 

The loreign Minister of Ecuador mentioned eoml posrible political 

problems. I think there may be some problems, but they originated in 

tcusdor. Rograttably, Rcuador ha8 for many yearn boon giving it8 children and 

young people false information concerning the Rio de Jaaeiro Protocol. It is 

teaching its children and young people completely false geography. A6 a 

result, in tcuador, whoa elections are on t’ls horizon, the parties, ia the 

course of thair cempaigns, drag out the issue of the Protocol. That is what 

we have to denouncer to try to justify its political baser before thir 

international Orgaairatioa is to try to internationalise a domestic problem. 

The_PRtSIDENTI I now call on the representative of Rcuador. who 

wishes to speak a second time in exercise of the rigtt of reply. The 

intervention is limited to five minutes. 

MLQ2UUE.Z (Ecuador) (interpretation from Spanish): I do not 

believe that this is the appropriate forum in which to embark upon a debate on 

a lot of details, including a number of technical details, which could very 

well be discussed along the lines proposed by President Rorja. I should like, 

however , to clarify 801~ points made in the last statement of the Peruvian 

Foreign Minister. 

When the representatives of Argentina, Colombia, Chile end the United 

States met they asked us - the two countries involved .- to overcome the 

tensions that had arisen in relation to a specific area. They asked us also 
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to make progress in the impSementation of th6 aqrlreemsat. me Foraiqn 

Minister of Peru mentioneBL a pofwt tbet aia i~ldeia,d arise durfIgq thane talk%. 

However, we were quite resay to sOlV% this m%tter. S haves referred to the 

. Betente agreement. CPearly that is a most urgent issue between our 

countries. 

The only conclusion thst we can aPaw frcm the last statement of the 

Foreign Miaist%r of Peru is that there seems to be an intrinsic cantrafliction 

in the position of his Government: tbis morning he seia that there wer% now 

no problems, that all the problems betweon our countries h%d been ov%rcome aad 

settled. The only thing he does in spe%kinq this may is to empbasime the 

dsa0m antp validity of the suggestion macle by the President of Esuadsr in this 

very forum yesterday, 

We hold different positions on a series of problems, i~cluiaing tbat ef 

the Rio de Janeiro Protocol of X942* brat we w%nt eo resolve tho%e 

differences. We want to discuss our differences, which, acceding to the 

Foreign Minister of Perur bav% already been solved or could raaddly be solved 

thrvuqh som8 machinery. But the machinery has agot i5erv6d #is purpose fn the 

last 50 years. What we want is to find ways aud mans of resoSving th6 

differences. I fully eqrea that in certain ereas there are fundamental 

differences. but the Gov%rnme%t of Peru said th.is morning that there were 00 

differences. 

Once again I make an appsrrl: we should ensure that the e agreement 

is complied with as its purpose is to resolve %% urgent problem. 

Tbe post - Lieutenant Ortia - mentioned by the &reign Minister of Peru 

has been there for 15 yearap its exksZe%ce w%% nor discovered in the course of 

theso talks, The only pdnt that emerged during tt? talks is the Sack of a 
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marker. We have said that we are ready to put the marker back in place, as it 

is part of the &tenu agreement. Let us not, however, get sidetracked or try 

to prolong these talks and these difficulties by linking them with the 

settlement of other problems , which must be settled in an atmosphere of calm 

and tranquillity. These are basic problems, basic differences, that we are 

ready to discuss, as civilised nations are doing at this time. We believe 

that dialogue is wbat can help us. 

zb I now call on the representative of Peru, who wishes e PRESIDRRT: 

to speak a second time in exercise of the right of reply. The intervention is 

limited to five minutes. 

Mr&&@ (Peru) (interpretation from Spanish): I 

wish to point out here that the Foreign Minister of Ecuador, in his statement, 

has once again failed to tell the whole truth. In their recent statement, the 

countries gmarantors of the Rio de Janeiro Protocol urged the parties to take 

all necessary rneesures to secure the peaceful settlement of the problem - 

including the innnediate removal of all military personnel with a view to 

avoiding the possibility of confrontation or bloodshed. 

Ecuador's establishment of a military post in that area, which may be a 

security zone. calls for compensation, according to the agreement. 
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l~f Peru is to remove its military forces, then Ecuador must remove its 

forces from the same area, beginning with the Lieutenant Ortiz post, which is 

supposed to be located within the security sane. Foreign Minister Cordovez 

has just insisted again that there are border problems, and he feels there are 

border problems because we are engaged in a discussion. We have indeed 

embarked upon a discussion, but it relates to the fact that Ecuador does not 

want to abide by the mandate of law, the mandate of the Protocol, the mandate 

of its pledged word. We also are prepared to negotiate. Dialogue has been an 

open and constant policy of the Foreign Ministry throughout the Republic's 

history. But it must be dialogue in conformity with the law. In this case 

the dialogue must occur in accordance with clauses V and VII of the 

Rio de Janeiro Protocol, which clearly state that any questions that may arise 

about the interpretation or implementation of the Protocol should be dealt 

with under the terms of clause VII of that document - that is, with the 

participation of the guarantor countries: Argentina, Braxil. Chile and the 

United States. 

We too make an appeal - an appeal to Ecuador to make its actions fit the 

law. In this case, it means that, in keeping with the principles and norms of 

international relations. Ecuador should make its actions fit strict compliance 

with the Rio de Janeiro Protocol. 

For those reasons, in this lofty international forum we call upon and 

appeal to our sister Republic of Ecuador to solve any problem that it believes 

still exists in regard to fixing the specific points and markers that are 

missing in that 5 per cent of the border. In this framework, and in the 

specific case of the tension that has arisen between the Cusumasa-Bumbuis and 

Yaupi-Santiago boundary markers, Peru formally calls upon Ecuador to resolve 
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this sftuation paacefully through the application of the verdict of the 

Brazilian arbitrator Dias de Aiar, uhich, in relation to this sector of the 

border, is recorded in clauses XV, V aad VI of the Act of 18 Auguse 1948 of 

the Milifed Border Damarcation Conmission. 

To svm up, we reaffizm our desire to engage in a dialogue under the 

Bio de Janeiro Protocol - which is fully valid - with the guarantees provided 

by t?m guarantor countries. 


